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CITY MOVES TO INDUCE INDUSTRY HERE
Two Are Injured Bids Accepted On Materials
Dedication,
Open House
- At Hospital
•
Lt Governor Harry Lee Water-
field will be the principal manlier
at the dedication of the Murray
Calloway County Hospitai on Sun-
day
The new hospital afalkInt 41.8110,- Miss Beal Ann the third place
000 has SO lads itateldneleallenieller"1,41.6"torelion-elleeel wlehi we're nt
Open House is Planned for tomorrow at the new Murray-Calloway County Hospital with
the dedication set for Sunday. The public has been invited to attend. •
Miss Bonnie Beal
Third In Rifle Match
to be as modern as any heapitel• in the state The hospital was to
have had 100 beds in the beginning,
but costs caused a scaledown to the
prevent 80
The program Sunday includes
recawnition of the hospital board,
city and county autearieee, and
others in the city responable for
the new building
Dr Hugh Houston will introduce
LA Governor Waternsid who will
• make thr prtncipal addreas for the
ded ant ion
An open house will be held to-
morrow from 1 00 pm. to 5 00 pm.
for the general public The dedica-
tion will be held on Sunday begin-
ning at 200 pm
The neti four !gory building is
complete with tranifea of operwtions
expected inmetime next week
An heating and an conditioning
facilities of the new hospital are
Ie located in a meahanical building to
the sauth of the man building for
both safety and convenience A pa-
tient wing extends from the mech-
anical building to the nun) building
forming a eanopy for the main en-
trance on the south aide The am-
bulance entrance faces South 8th
atheet and tlw service entrance
faces South 9th Street Paved areas
extent from Eighth to Ninth Street
The new hospital is equipped with
ample floor apace. operating and
recovery facilities kitchen. etc A
tunnel connects the new building
with the old building and an inter-
change of %wanes is expected be-
tween the two buildings through
this t mune
Okyveri and aniestheida inpliped to
neeelltgarY arena in the builchng
All property and land owned by
the old Murray Hoirpttal has been
transferred to the new Murray Cal-
loweiV County Hospital. The old
hospitai was an eleemosynary in-
stitution. owned by the people of
the city and county, while the new
hampered is directed by the city and
county governments
The public is invited to attend
the open house and dedication
Salvation Army To
Be Here On May 5
The truck from the Salvation
Army Men's Banal Service Center
of Memphis is scheduled to be in
Murray on Tuesday May 5.
With Clean-Up -Paint -Up week
set for the week of May 3-9. real-
dents are urged to clean out attics
and eciaeta. Any useful items which
reskienta with to give to the Sal-
vation Army will be accepted. Those
persons having items may call the
Lederer and Times giving their name
and animal and this net will be
turned over to the truck driver.
Miss &nine Beal. Junior at (*1...
horn. State University. fetaleater,
Oklahoma. is a member of the 06t3
Women's Rifle Team which wed
f1rst place honors at • tramatch
held early this month at West Texas
State Univeraity. Canyon. Texas
The Ciowirirls outfitted all other
'earns in the contrast
Funeral Of
Mrs. Gilbert
To Be Today
Mrs, Iva DnnIcard Gilbert. age
87. died yeaterdae morning at II -30
at the Murray Ibarg)al Mrs. Gil-
2e$ She is the daug'ftter pf Mr and bert iris the wife of the late Boyd
Mrs Nate Beal of 303 South Eighth Gilbert who owned and operated
Street Mr Beal is the local Gulf the Gilbert Funeral home from
011 distributor 1906 until 1e42
etas Beal a not only a top rifle- Survivors include her daughter.
man, but a also an accomphshed Mrs Floyd Griffin (if Mayfield;
horse rider one son. Harold of Padurah7 two
brothers. B B Drinkard and K. K.
Drinkard both of Clarksville Tenn.:
five grandchildren and two great
eranakauldren
Mrs, Gilbert WWI a member of
BAN DIFA10 Calif rite Five the First Christian Church
Negroes accused of a near fatal Funeral service, were hi-id this
meat Weaver attack on a rookie afternoon at 2-30 at the First
policeman who stopped their car Christian Church with Rea. Win
for speeding were held on 556.000 ham Porter officiatina
ball each today pending a prelim- Burial was in the Murray City
!nary hearing an for May 11, Cemetery with the Blalock-Cole-
The suapects were captured here, man Funeral Home in charge of
32 miles away from where the po- the arrangements
11Ceniall was attacked, an hour aft- Active pallbearers were Cilindel
er the incident They identified Reaves Luta.. Veda Jr Galen
them.selves as members of the Black Thurmati. Robert 0 Miller, Maurice
Muslim sect Lou Angeles sect lead- Ryan. and Bile Boyd
ers have denied, however, that the Honerary pallbearers were Will
five are Muslims, Rase. C I. Hale. A 0 Woods. Gregg
The three men and two women Miner. Lonna Wyatt and Bryan
were arraigned in municipal court Tolley
Wednesday and pleaded innocent to
chances of mayhem, assault with
intent to commit murder. airault
with a deadly weapon and car theft
The motile officer. Albert J. Oil-
man. 21. was reported recovering
satisfactorily in Oceanside Hospital
at neighboring Ocean/lade. Calif He
was hacked brutally with a meat
cleaver Wednesday, suffering nu-
merous severe cuts on hts face.
scalp. neck and shoulders, and two
fingers of his right hand
Oilman underwent more this,, sev-
en hours of surgery.
-- _—
Five Held For
Hacking Policeman
Rev. John L. Parker
To Preach Sunday
Red John L Parker of Hartford
will conduct the service Sunday.
April 26. at 11 a, m. at the Blood
River Baptist Church, iocated on
Highway 444 near Hamlin in Cal-
loway County -
Revival services a-ill linen at the
church the following Wednesday.
April n. with Rev. Canton of Maya
field conducting the senates at
7.30 each evening
The pastor, Rey. Carl McDaniel.
and the members of the church ex-
tend a cordial invitation for the
public to attend.
LICENSES REVOKED
Eight persons have had their
driver's licenses revoked for driv-
ing while intoxicated in the state
of Kentucky.
Arnold those listed by the State
Department of Public Safety. Frank-
fort, is Vernon Earl Stalls of Murd
ray.
Linda Whitaker Is
Injured in Accident
Miss Linda Whitaker Was admit-
ted to the Murray Hospital la.st
night after receiving injuries in II
two car accident which occurred
at 15th and Chestnuts Streets. Her
condition this. meriting was report-
ed as satisfactory by haspital au-
thorities.
Murray Police said that Men
Whaaker was a passenver in the
1963 Plymouth. belonging to H. J.
French. and driven by Miss Lois
Lee Kemp of Woods Hall, as it
stepped on Chestnut Street while
going west The Plymouth was hit
In the rear by the 1951 Studebaker.
driven by S G Smith of Route
Five Maafield, as he was also go-
ing west on Chestnut,
Police said Smith did not see the
car was going to stop in time to
avoid the collisicm.
Donut Sale Was
A Great Success
The Marne Kiwi-inn Club's an-
nual dente sale was a great success
according to a spokesman for the
club Last Thursday the club sold
400 dozen chmuts on the north side
of town and yesterday evening they
sold 380 dozen on the south side of
town.
The club had sixteen dozen donuts
left over which were contributed to
the School of New Hope.
Proceeds from the donut mare go
toward the club's under privileged
children projects.
Church Will Honor
William Shakespeare
In honor of the four hundredth
. birthday of William Shakespeare
Rey_ Henry McKenzie, pastor of
College Presbyterian Church. has
chosen as ho, theme for Sunday
morning "Religious Affirmations of
Shakespeare."
The worship serviae is at 10 45
o'clock. At the 6 30 p. in College
Westminster Fellowahip meeting
Mrs. Mollencle ',di /bow st4es tak-
en at Stratiord-on-even. Shake-
speare's home. The program fof
emerge students will also include a
study of correct melding proced-
ures.
Dr. Tesseneer Will
Be PTA Speaker
Dr Ralph Teseeneer, dean of the
graduate of Murray State College,
will be the guest speaker at the
mentis of the Kaksey School Par-
ent-Teacher Association to be held
Tuesday. April 28. at 7 pm in the
acticial auditoraun
The devotion will be given by the
third and fourth gr idea under the
Direction of the teachers Miss Hal-
weer Smith and Mrs Joanna Sinn,
Serving as hostesses will be the
second grade mothers Mrs Ken
Adams, president, urges the public
to attend.
Brother-In-Law Of
Local Man Killed
A Fiilten u•alesnian Was fatally
injured Thursday maenad when his
autanioalle skidded out of control
three mans south of Troy. Tennessee .:
and gas rammed bruadaide by a
anus,' bus 
Tennerewe Highway Patrolmen
said the suCtlin Was Larry Latham.
45. representative of a Fallon whole-
sale grocery_
The Obion County school Ms,
what.h had cideldriced students at i
Marion Hall School about 20 min-
uteri earlier, a-as driven by Herbert
L. Parent 55 of Mason Hall He
Was treated by a physician for head
cuts but Was not believed seriously
hurt.
Highway Patrol Sat Bill Moore
and Trooper Torn Kilpatrick said
the hes driver told them the car .
apparently went out of control dur-
ing a driving rain and skidded side-
ways
Mr Lanham A-as a brother-In-
law of Robert Lowe. 307 North
Eighth
Children's Concert
To Be On April 29
The last of a series of Childtetes
Concerts, sponsored by the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Chib. will be held at the Murray
State College auditorium on Wed-
nesday. April 29, at 9:30 a.m.
Paul Shahan will direct the Col-
lege Band in the concert. All schools
in Callaway County are invited to
attend
Rotary Hears
Young People
Yesterday
A group of Murray High Seniors
presented the program yesterday
the Murray Rotary Club.
Prentice Laden'. in charge of
the program, introduced Johnny
Rose, mac in turn introduced the
other seniors.
Patsy Lax gave a reading en-
titled 'Touch of the Master's Hand"
with Ann Kay Sanders accompany-
log her on the piano Kay Wallis
and Marion Belate each gave •
reading The program was conclud-
ed with a quartet composed at
Johnny Rose, Ben Hbgancamp, Har-
ry Weatherly and Danny Glover
winging 'Wilk with Faith in Your
Heart" Miss Sanders accompanied
the quartet on the piano
The program was well received
by the nub's members.
A, C Jackson was a visiting Ro-
tarian from Paris. Tennessee, Allen
Rose was a guest of Glen Wooden
and Fred Schultz and Eli Alexander
were guests of Prentice Lassiter.
Jack Belote was a guest of Hen-
ry Mc.Kenne Bernard Harvey had
as his guests his father and bro-
ther T Waldrop had a represent-
ative of the TVA as kits guest.
The annual Ladies Night of the ho tool part in the demonetra-
club will be held on Thuratiay dons Monday. Tuesday and Wed-
night May 7 at the Keniske Hotel nesday nights are known."
at 6 30 o'clock The Student Welfare Committee,
composed, of faculty members, took
dens to expel the two students
Thursday night The two were said
to have been on the verge of aca-
demic failure in any case
"Tethers -arto•lieintripseationedulnid
college officials are tating action."
the apokesenan said
The largest of the demonstration*
occurred Tuesday night. when Xd
to 400 students. mode, men, ga-
thered in the Quadrangle for a
raucous session of cheering and
singing
More serious. however, was the
Wednesday night outburst when an
estimated 100 to 200 persons ga-
thered on the carnpu_s in groups,
throwing rocks and bottles,
Two state police cars were kilt,
and two windows were broken in
a women's dormitory
Several students were reported
to hate been arrested, but rtrithar
state nor local police, nor the camp-
us security police would confirm
this
Eastern authorities. including the
president. Dr Robert R Martin..
said they thought campus elections
this week were largely to blame for
the outbreaks. along with general
spring restive-nein often found on
college campuses.
Contravene- surrounded the Wed-
nesday election when a third party
tweeted on being placed on the bal-
k* cleve/its late reglitratiOn This
was clone, but sonic of the candi-
dates later was ruled off because of
low grades
Some campus authorities also
cheated that the situation Was fur-
ther agitated by students from other
colleges who came to the campus,
There also were reports that at
lead some of the heckling shout-
ing arid booing was directed at
President Martin and the faculty.
In Altercation
be in fair condition by the Murray
Thianas Kendall is reported to For Million Gallon Reservoir
Harpital this morning after having 1
1
been admitted to the hospital last
Main about 8 o'clock following an
altercation at the home of his
father-in-law, Luke Blanton, on
North First Street,
Chief of Felice Burman Parker
raid this moraine that the alterca-
tion raxur red between Kendall and
J. L. Kelley in which both received
stab wounds Kendall went to the
hospital in his min car and Kelley
was taken to the hospital by Blant-
on Kind), was treated at the hos-
pital and dismissed.
Mrs. Adams To
Speaker
For Event
Mrs Franca Adams, of Murray,
Guidance Counselor at South Mar-
shah High School. a•ill be the speak-
er at the program preceding the
open house to be held at the new
Benton High School Thursday. Ap-
ril 30, at 7 pm
The Murray woman will daces
the value of guidance council in
modern hat schools, the duties
and activities of a good guidance
counselor, material and aid avail-
able to schools in this field, and
some of the problems which • guid-
ance counselor a trained to handle.
Mrs Adama who has been at
South Meatball for eight Years has
a BS degree from Murray State
and University of Kentucky.
The program sill be held in the
Grade School ataditorium and the
group will then go to the new school
building for open house and re-
freaunenta,
The new high *hoot has been In
use for some time. The building
consists of six class roams, a large
library and office, a study hall.
home economics room, a large room
for commercial duties, and a fine
science laboratory The building fa-
ces Maple Street.
Larry V. Lohes In
Exercise Quick Kick
CAMP LEJEUNE, N C. ileHTNC)
Marine Private First Class Larry
V Jones son of Mr and Mrs. L. V.
Jon ea of Route 5. Murray. Ky..
participated in an extensive sea as-
sault exercise caned •-Quick Kick
V- April I-15, with Second Batta-
lion, Sixth Regiment. Second Ma-
rine Dtvlatori on the shores of On-
slow Beach. Camp Lejeune. N C
The exercise, conducted annually
In* major elements of the Atlantic
Fleet is designed to teat the nee
tumult capabilities of the Atlantic
Fleet Marine Force based at Camp
Lejeune
TRucK-sus ACCIDENT
A truck jack-knifed this morn-
ing on the Benton road In an ef-
fort to mini a school bus. No de-
tails could be learned at the Sherif-
f's office, nor from State Police
State Police covered the accident
It is not thought that any Injuries
resulted. The school bus was re-
ported to be empty.
Two Expelled From
Eastern After Fracas
RICHMOND. Ky — Two stu-
dents have been expelled and an
Investigation was still in progress
today at Eastern Kentucky State
College as the aftermath of three
nights of student demonstrations
on the campus
There were no demonstrations or,
the campus Thurray nista. and a
college spokeaman said. -We think
it's over.-
The spokesman said two staidents.
whose names were withheld, had
been expened and that -others
IN HOSPITAL
Aubrey 0 James of Kinsey. fa-
ther of Joe Pat Jarrseei of Murray,
15 a patient at the Kennedy Vet-
erste; Hospital, Memphis, Tenn
The Ktricaey rrian Is reported to
be resting well His address is Ward
6B. K e nned y Veterans Hospital.
Memphis, Term
QtlET WEEK
The Murray Fire Department has
observed a very quiet week, accord-
ing to Fire Chief Flavil Whereon
The last call received by the den
partmerit Was on Tuesday when:
a car was on fire on West Man
Street
- CORRECTION -
Premium bacon was advertised at
39t per pound in the ad for John-
son's Grocery on Thursday This
should have been Toppy bacon at
39c per pound.
5-
The Murray City Council last
tit-ht. In a move to induce industry
to conic in to the city, passed an
ordnance exenipting a local in-
dustry !roil) city taxes for the next
five years.
The oriinance passed Ian night
;specified Winslow Engineering Car-
I Portion a subiiciaary of Maremount
Corporation The corporation took
over the properties of Winslow in
a recent financial transaction and
Is considered as a new industry un-
der the statutes.
The Kentucky Revised Statutes
deny cities the right to exempt in-
dustry already established. Since
Maremount has just taken over
Winslow, it is interpreted as a new
Mena ry.
Although the ordinance passed
last night specified Winslow Engi-
neering the council could also grant
Pilot Program For
Forest Fire Control
Planned By State
---
FRANKFORT. Ky Uft — A pilot
Program of forest fire defense trill-
ing in rural areas is underway tu
27 counties not covered by the date
Conservation Departments orgardz-
ed fire protection
Conservation Commissioner I 0.
Matlick said Thursday Kentucky is
one of five estates in the nation to
be included in the new training
program financed by the federal
government through the LT S Forest
ensi - 'se 
Service and US. Civil Defense seen-
-. 
 D
State T'orestry Director GeesewitButcher said the program
granted an matud $8.000 allotment
to finance the first three months
of operation. April 1-July 1, and he
expects it to be continued for three
to five years Butcher estimated
that the program would become a
$30,000 a rear operation
The main otoective of the pro-
gram Its to provide trairung and
teganinition of volunteer groups in
the 77 urgrotected count as to be
used in the event of ernergeicies.
The countiea affected by the pilot
FrOaTafri primarily are in the Blue
Orgin area or or its fringes They
have not been brought under date
protection Butcher said. because
they are low priority areas aith
less danger of fires than heavily
wooded section of the state
The 27 countless are Bootie. Bour-
bon. Bradran, (ampbell, Carroll.
Clark, Fayette Franklin, Gallatin,
Craft, Harrison. Henry. Jefferson,
Jessamine, Kenton. Malan, Mercer,
Nicholas, Oldham. Owen. Pendietara
Robertson, Scott. Shelby. Spencer.
Trill:dile and Woodford
Evie Harnmona BorboUrnhe a
former district fire control assatant,
Is project leader of the pilot pro-
gram His adietrint is Cane Carroll.
Willmar., former senior forestry
aide
Butcher said that the division
hopes to tdve every county in Ken-
tucky under organized fire protec-
tion within three years.
Fish Biting
leRANIC.P'ORT. Ky. In — White
bens have continued their hit-run
tactics in the annual Herrington
Lake -Dix Rear pieratorial version
of the Kentucky Derby "The Run
for the Rushes." and Paperrnouth
is making his debut in Kentucky
That's the word for weekend an-
glers from the state Department of
Fan and Wildlife Resources in its
end of the week fishing report La-
sued Thursday,
Other finny fauna likely to ap-
pear in freezer compartments Mon-
day are black bass. bluegill and cat-
fish..
Kentacity Lake —Crappie on min-
nows and artificial hate are re-
ported in the shallow waters a-
round the stickupa. White and yel-
low bass are being taken on worms
and minnows at banks lined with
riprap and black bass cooperating
to casting off the points and jug
fishing in shallow waters The water
is clear to murky. holding steady.
and 63 degrees.
this same tax exemption to any
other new industry which might
come to Murray_ It was the con-
census of the council that cities
all over the state are following this
pattern in an effort to offer as
much inducement as passible to
new industry.
In other action last night the
council accepted the resignation at
John Lae. Assistant Su.perintenderit
of Streets Lax resigned to accept
private employment.
Roofs of city pork shatters wall
be replaced. It was first decided to
let the City street department hand-
le this job, but the department was
deemed too busy to take the time.
The contract was given to Paul Lee
to reroof the shelters with 90 pound
roofing at a cast of $6.00 per square
with any other repairs at the rate
of $200 per hour. The job is ex-
pected to cost about $250.
Bids were opened last night on
materials which will be used to
construct the million gallon reser-
voir for the Murray Water System
on East Elm street. Paducah Iron
Works received the bid for 100 Mtn
of steel at a cost of $13.501. Fitts
Reach-Mix Concrete received the
job of furnishing concrete for the
reservoir. The company will fur-
nish • six-bag mix at the rate of
$1525 per cubic yard
National Lumber Company ink
furnish the timbers for the con-
struction of the reservoir being OA
Iteentinned on Page 6)
- - -
can Russell
1Passes Away
On Thursday
Dean Raman age 75. passed away
at the Murray Hospital Thursday
at 7 p m His death was attributed
to complications following an ex-
tended dines.,
Survivors Include his wife, Mrs.
Dante Wilson Rumen of New Con-
cord: one daughter. Miss Venda
Jean Maven of New Concord, four
brothers. Fine Russell of Model.
Tenn,. Joe Ressell of Granite City,
III,. Lee Russell at Greenfield. Ill,
and Jesse Russell of Dover, Tenn,
The deceased was a member- a
the New Concord Church of Christ
Funeral services will be held at
the Max H Churchill Funeral Home
chapel Saturday at 2 p in with
Bro Richard Chastain and Bun
R. J Burpoe officiating.
Burial will be in the .Sinking
Spring Cemetery with the arrange-
ment., by the Max H Churchill
Funeral Home where friends may
can
W•ather
Report
taseldil Press lestaieneineesal
Kentucky Lake 7 tm 3584U. down
0 1 . below dain 309 4, no change.
Swine- 5 II. sunset 6.39
--
Western Kentucky — Cloudy this
morning becoming partly el•iiidy
this afternoon and mild with scat-
tered thundershowers likely, High
76 Decreasingly cloudy and mild
tonight Low 56. Saturday partly
cloudy and a little wanner with •
chance of scattered afternoon
thundershowers
FIVE DAY FORECAST
By United Press International
LOUISVILLE - The five - day
Kentucky weather outlook for the
period Saturday through Wednes-
day, by the LT S Weather Bureau:
Temperatures will average near
nonnal 68 to 74 highs and '43 to 53
lows Kentucky mean temperatures
is 60.
It will continue mild until turn-
ing cooler about the first of next
week.
Rainfall will average around
three-fourths Inch with wintered
thundershowers latter part of week-
end and near the middle of next
week.
rs-
7 5
-
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TILL AMERICAN WAY
THE ANNOUNCEMENT that an agreement has been reached
by representatives of five brotherhoods, railroad owners and
federal mediators which will avert a nationwide railroad
strike at midnight Saturday, may prove the greatest achieve-
ment to date in the principle of free collective bargaining
with owners and managers of industries.
It may not only end a management-labor feud that has
gone on for five years, and plagued three Presidents of the
United States, but It may go further to disprove theories of
Karl Marx, and cause millions behind the Iron Curtain to
Like a closer study of the way we get things dune in Amerioa.
No details of the "settlement have been announced, but
one thing is clear: men and women who devote their active
years to provide a service to owners of an industry which
serves the public, have a vital interest intate institutions they
serve. "Human rights". are as important in a free society as
"property rights".
President Johnson, in announcing the agreement, said
his man has reached unprecedented volume since use rail-
road strike was threatened, and we believe millions of. our
oesiple ;1ave been praying for him and those participating iii
•
the brargauung at the White House for the pu.t ten days. We
pita him in expressing renewed lean us our American way
of Ille. 
•
If we needed a crisis such as the threatened railroad strike
to improve our -image" in other lands "settlement" of the
railroad dispute May prove to be our greatest victory in the
"Cold War" Winch lia.a beets raging lot two decades.
As a matter of tact we may be Justified In joining Presi-
dent Johnson in Ins optunistic ieW Unit peace could break
out ,now at any time.
.,Quotes From The News
LN1TED PRESS INTWAVIONAL
'CHICAGO --- President Johnson, offering a piggy back
rid4 to Little Cathy May Baker who wrote him A letter plead-
ing:fur an end to the threatened rail strike.
-Let's go for a ride, bet this Is the happisel• day in
your life "
:BLOOMINGTON, Ind - Alabama Gov. George Wallace,
StINnpunt in the Indiana primary, to a group of Indiana ljni-
ver&ity students who booed and heckled him:
:-You fellows are goinc to wear me out."
*WASHINGTON - Rep Robert L F Sakes. linking :a cam-
paign to remove religion from schools to communism:
:"I tear there is much more than appears on the surface
in the efforts to take religion out of public places"
•
...HOUSTON. Tex - Houston Colt baseball pitcher Ken
Joilinson, who pitched A no-hit game but lost it
"It's a helluva way to get into the record boots"
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a T11111in FILE
•
The three white rats that diets are being tried on by the
weht control clas.s are now on display in the window of
ToOey's Food Market
:Grover C Graham, age 64. died at his home on Route
Two. Model, Tents. yesterday at 12:15 a.m Death was at-
triOuted to a heart attack
Tws; croupettes, a unique humidity and oxygen tent,
weir donated to the Murray Hospital by the Murray Woman's
Cltib and the Murray Lions Club
*Word has been received of the death of Lem A. Cook,
fotirnerly of this county, who passed away in Miami. Fla, on
TItuesday He was a former employee of the Dale & Martin
Drug Store in Murray
•
r
DEATH SITE RN 49-A wing awash is all that can be seen of the Middle Emit Airlines
caravans where it washed down in the Persian Gulf after overshooting the Dhahran.
,Saudi Arabia5 ablitert in a bllnding sandstorzu. Of the 49 killed. 23 etre Americana.'
1•1111 11
Community
Is Ready For
Fish Fry
yaw= gvaa-diubbles. only 34 inches nig% ts fed milk (by the gaflon) by zoo attend-ante in lab, Pa. Ms Is th• snalleat elephant ever faitiegted Into the United States. _
No.392
CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOlfThll War for the Union 1861-65 in Picturing 
In 1861 some Union regi-
ments wore gray uniforms,some Confederates were clad in blue. Dressvaried widely among militia regimentsbmu-kht into service by the Northern andSouthern states, and abetted confusion onbattlefields.
Fighting went on for months before bluewas decided on for all Union forces. TheConfederate government dictated gray forall army units, but it was never able toclothe all of them. After 1861 Rebels worewh•lo....ver came to hand--gray, butternut
e-
brown, civilian attire picked up :rt raids and Igarb stripped from dead, wounded, caet,,
Yanks [as shown in the wartime ,'• .here 1 1.
By February 1t64, funy three-fifthe ofmany Rebel regireents wore Federal hats,overcoats and other garments. A cone-spandent said, "Unless he knew better, astranger would rmstake our army for first-rate Yankees.-
Confusion among antagonists was pro-!noted all over again
-CLARK RENTNAIRD
Disuabuted by Kier Features ilyadkate
Visitors To
Valley Is
At High Level
The number of vtors coming tia
the Tennessee Valley to study TVA
operations mistimed at s high lewd
in 1963 the agency and today
The 6,356 -study" VlSittleS m111111
included 2.6413 visitors from 112 far-
tern countries That was the widest
rawe at countries which have been
represented among TVA visitor. to
any one year The nation.• sending
the moat visitors were India France.
Jepan, Sweden. Mexico. Republic of
°WTI& Brant'. Indonesia, Colocebtle
Turkey. Pakistan and oennehy.-
Everi more study visitors came
from across the United Prates how-
es er , this has been the trend in
recent years A high erneerlidn of
the US visitors - nearly hail -
come to the TVA Nattonel Pertiiizer
Deveiopment Center at Wade
Shoals Alebanin Many of these aro
representatives of fertiliser coin.
pitmen studying experimental de,-
yelopmente there.
etsaaig field prencts The 1963
total also included 'T7 foreign tra-
inees sent by the gowertisnents for
longer periods of study
The Knoxville area was visited by
4 141 including 2.204 born other
auntie"; Chattanooga recratei 362
v Let. ea. including 162 f °yeti:tiers
Studs suitors to the Muscle Shoals
area totaled 1.996 including 317
from other countnes These totals
incl'xie some visitors stun went to
more than one of the three TVA
cent era
The US visitors to TVA centers
also inciede a number of echool'
groure
Mast study Visitors remain with
TVA from a day to tso weeks, talk-
lag with members of the s• aft sod
- -
the year TVA ass Nett to
imnieral leaders of foreign counn les.
tneludeig King Sri Savang Van/tans
and Maw Minister Soul enn a
rheum of Laos Dr Abdul Zahn'.
President of the Nationel Assembly
of Afghwastan. Oovernor Joao de
Seises Dm% of sentipe state Bes-
se; and Amieeador B. K. Nehru
of India.
The 157 local electric systems Its-
tributing TVA poser served about
-1305.030 madames.' °weenier* at the
end of 1963 That was an increase
of 36.000 during the year on existing
distribution aysteens. muscly repre-
senting new homes Of these 31 000,
or *ban nixie out of ten. use elec-
tricity for space heating
Pans. Tenn The face of Paris
is ohanging this week as the turn-
inunity readies for the llth annual
world's biggest fish fry to be held
April 30-May 2. Banana and aliens
are being erected, floats are being
decorated, and most important of
all, massive quentities of rish are
being caught to feed an expected
crowd (4_100.000. 
An initial 5.000 fedi _try program
have rolled off the presses and are
being. chatelbuted, to persons across
the US, who've asked for saforma-
non Partially printed in color, this
years program features 44 photos
and a complete run-down of the
day by day fish fry seitivittes.
The fun will get underway the
evening of Wedrieeday, April M.
when the Centery -21" mhos; com-
pletes setting up over 4 acres of
carnival midway. feetasing the lit-
it rides and shows Two big
rides will be the -Himalaya"
and the "htotordrome. '
rtie festivities will be into nil
ir by Thursday when the Junior
lung and queen in the age ermine
of 6 tot are selected in the Junior
royaky revue Tlisit event will be at
the PIMA City Auditorium at 7 30
The Junior king anti queen the
fink and smear Junior maids and
their pages will have a featured
spot in the grand parade Friday
maniere
The grand parade Friday at ten
will be led off by the tamed "Yellow
Jackets" Tennewees Ellighway Pa-
trol •Itearvyere init. Idea eth am
11001111101tle ,giAT
wAelua5orroz4 gR - Preddent
Johnson Theseday garocialmed May
10 as beribera Day and urged all
Americans to fly the Stars and
Stripes that day as an eePreenton
of 'lose and rcVerersce" for their
mother
JohAzion aka) ordered gosernment
officials to display the Anrrecan
Slag on all federal buildings May 10.
TVA has announced plans for an
extensive training program, begin-
ning tins summer, for poser
employees at local electric systems
that distribute TVA power The
course will be held in Chattanooga '
and will consist of five seeks of
inietruotion and workshops scattered
through a f.ve-rnonth period
The training institute is designed
to help the local systems train new
power use employees and to serve
as • refresher course for present
employees The first session will be
held June 22-26
ATTENTION
POPCORN
GROWERS
we are writing contracts at
$3.00 per 100 lbs.
lit HIRRIII SEED 
MURRAY POPCORN
INCORPORATED
South 2nd Street
Murray, Kentucky
C.,
UNITE IN PRAYER
WA..-HINOTON bet - President
Johnson Thursday designated May
30. Memorial Day. AS a day of pray-
er for lasting peace
He &died that all Americans unite
in prayer tot a world of law and
order starting as ii a. m local
wine.
Johnson also requested the nation
to usvuke God s blessing on 'those
who have died In defense of rur
country"
as an escort for Governor Praia
Clement and fish fry hostess -
Princess Jane Vaughn. An array of
40 beautiful Tennessee girls will
follow in oonvertieles. The governor
win act as grand master.
The 40 girls, all already reigning
beauty queens in various parts of
the state, *lel vie later Fraley at
7'30 at Cite Auditorium for the
Queen of Tennessee Valley title.
That event promises to be ow of
the outstaeding items cm the fish
try agenda, with the girls being
Judged first in formal snare arid
then in bathing ants.
Miele 20 float& and ao Tennessee
bands will be in the grand parade
along ail& numerous apecual eswil,einegb‘ mining the day. the "top..
tries, Many of the floata will be per" to the fish fry featly/ties s ill
from eumilionielee near Paris Ineal be Saturday evening as Bobby Lord
saddle clubs will act as color guards. of Nashville ar pears with his troupe
at the eig hasenanny That shear
will feature Hillous Butrum and the
Hillwoods and the Calioway Sidon
along with local talent
A square dance under tie direc-
tion 01 We Paris Promenaders. will
!Woe the h_;.enatine Sq uare
Mincers will cue, to that event
Prom seven or eight slate* - thus
capping the fish fry fun.
Pr-toe to the parade at 8 30 am.
• brunch will be held at Paris
Menutacturing Co cafeteria for tils-
Unguiahed guests intending the fish
fry. Another event for VIP... will
be the distinguished guests hinds-
eon, basted by the Paris Jaycees
at the Selma and aslant Ct. Oaf -
seeria. A bandmasters luncheon will
be bled for out of town band di-
rectors
'mike
LOW PRICES
as all tire sizes
ALLSTATE QUAUTY
ALLSTATE COMPANION TIRE with 15 month guarantee.
2 plies of nylon—heavy, denier cords so arcing they
hay* a 4-ply rating. Long wearing tread hos P-95, the
lubber toughening additive Mot is found in our baths( tires.
SEARS Ceit•14•1 11.1•• Offic•
Southside Manor Shopping Center
Phone 753-2310
A Tribute To Our New
Hospital
Someone once said that all well people should vLsit a hospital oc-
casionally to see how fortunate they are' When a friend or loved one Is
being tenderly cared for in one of our hospitals, then we understand the
great importance of these Institutions Staffed with doctors. nurses and all
manner of life saving equipment, the hospital is mercy headquarters for
all who are suffering We never cease to wonder at the i iodern miracles
performed in our hospitals Their works go largely unhe:alded But their
eagerness to bind up wounds and make men whole again goes on forever
What would we do without these havens of healing?
Murray has been most fortunate in having had a good, well-ssaled
hospital throughout the years. Our old hospital just could not keep up with
our growing community. The board, staff and community saw a pressing
need for more modern facilities and our new hospital Ls the climax to their
dream.
We want to offer our tribute to the men and women who have work-
ed so hard to make that dream a reality. Especially do we offer our tribute
to the late Carl B. Kingins, who was a member of this board from its be-
ginning, The opening of the all new Murray-Calloway County Hospital
would have been a highlight in his life.
rEOPLESIBANK.
MURRAY KY.
The snail fry parade, • second
big parade of the fLsh fry, will be
held on Saturday morning at ten
Two age groups have been included
In this event this Year - one for
babes and one fcr kids 4-10 years
old. For the first time ki fish fry
Watery, prizes will be given for the
cutest boy and girl baby - and in
Use older division, a lung and queen
of the snan fry parade will- be
selected. 9
Henry County community clubs
vAll prepare and serve over three
tone of fresh Kentucky like catfish
and huslipuppos on May first and
second under the block tong fish
fry owe tent.
For those who didn't get enough
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
b.
•
.0
••••
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Robin Roberts Is
'Still Threat To
Opposing Bats
By JOE GERGEN
United Press International
Robin Roberts, who once special-
In other American League games,
Ken McBride hit Wood* Held with
the bases loaded in the ninth inning
lied in throwing bullets, now is to force i
n the winning run and
sssing blanks -- much to the de- give the Cle
veland Indians a 3-2
light of the Baltimore Orioles, victory ove
r the Los Angeles Angels,
Roberts. the 37-year old work- j and the Was
hington Senators edged
horse righthander who banked on
fine baseball in his prime with
the Philadelphia PhiIhes, has lost
some zip from his arm. But oppos-
mining batters hardly notice the chi-
creme.
The onetime Whiz Kid. now in
his 17th major league season. tossed
the 38th shutout of his career at
the Boston Red Box Thursday night
to earn the Orioles a 1-0 victory
and a split of their twi-night dou-
bleheader. Boston won the first
game 3-1.
Roberts nine - hit performance
now places turn in a tie for second
*place with Billy Pierce of the San
Francisco Guinea for total shutouts
among active players. Warren
Spahn of the Milwaukee Braves
leads with 62.
Increases String
The victory by Roberts. his first
of the season, also increased his
string of soordess listings to 14
The game was scoreless entering the
bottom of the eighth when min-
a, seruuve singles by Jack Brandt,
111 Luis Aparicio and Norm &ahem
off Bokon starter Dave Morehead
clinched the victory.
In the opener. Jack Larnabe, a
former reale specialist. won his
second straight game in a starting 
SCHEDt1LE BOUT
role although he needed help from 
NSW YORK Sea — Lightweight
Dick Radatz in the eighth 
contender Kenny Lane ot
scattered 11 hits over seven Innings 
on. Mash, has agreed to a match
Defending league batUng champion 
with Staid Stem, lightweaght
f Carl Yadrzernaki smashed a ado
 champion of South Africa. May
 7,
homer over the centerfleid wall and In
 Johanneaburg The Golden
Dick Stuart doubled home two runs Gl
oves Club of Johannesburg will
for the Red S,,x scoring 
promote the bout
the Minnesota Twins, 5-4, in the
only games scheduled.
NL Action
In t h e National League, Ken
Johnson pitched a no-better for
the Houston Colts, but lost to the
Cinc 'nista Reds. 1-0, the Phi la -
deiphut Phillies rallied to nip the
Pittsburgh Pirates. 6-5; the Los
Angeles Dodgers stung St. Louis,
7-5. and the Chicago Cubs defeated
the New York Meta. 5-1
McBride also hit three other bat-
ten b during the everang to equal
the modern American League mark
With runners an first and second
In the ninth, McBride plunked cat-
cher John Romano for the second
time in the game and then winged
Held for the deckling run Winning
pitcher Dick Donovan accounted for
the Tribe's other two runs with a
two-run single In the fifth
Don Blasingazne and Bill Elkowron
punched run-scoring singles In the
eighth intung to lift the Senators
past the Twine after Minnesota had
forged than behind to take a 4-3
lead. Ron Kline preserved the vic-
tory for veteran Steve Riduk Jim
King shunned a three-run homer
for Washington
ii
MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
506 W. Male Street Phone 753-
2621
by United Press rnternational
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tt,171 W I.
Philadelphia 5 1
San Francisco 6 2
Pittsburgh 4 3
St Louis 5 4
Cincinnati 5 4
Milwaukee 4 4
Houston 4 5
Chicago 3 4
IA's Angeles 
2 7
New York 1 5
t
.833
.750
389
.556
566
500
444
429
222
167
(10
1 14
1'4
114
i's
4
Thursday's Results
Chicago 5 New York 1
Piukuielphia 6 Pittsburgh 5, night
Cmcsnnati 1 Houston O. night
Los Angeles 7 St. LOUIS 5, night
(Only games scheduled)
Taday's Games
New York at Pittsburgh night
Chicago at Philadelphia. night
Houston at St Louis. night
LOS Angeles at Milwaukee. night
San Francisco at CinicinnaU, night
Saturday's Games
New York at Pitatburgh
Los Angeles at Milwaukee
San Francisco at Cincinnati
Houston at St Louis. night
Chicago at Philadelphia, night
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L Iss. 0.1.
x -Cleveland 3 1 750
x-Baitunore 5 2 714
Minnesota 5 3 625
Boson 4 3 371
Detroit 4 3 .571
Los Angeles 3 4 429 114
Waehington 3 5 375 2
Chicago 2 4 .333 2'4
New York 2 4 .333 214
Kamm City 1 3 250 2'4
x-Cleveland leads in percentage,
although Baltimore has a half-game
advantage
_ Thursday's .
Washirwton 5 Minnesota 4
Boston 3 Battimore. 1st. twi
Baltimore 1 Boston 0. 2nd. night
Cleveland 3 Los Angeles 2. night
Only games scheduled)
Today's Games
Cleveland at Los Angeles, night
Wastungtort at Ka.nsais City. night
Saturday's Games
Detroit at Minnesota
Boston at Chicago
Baltimore at New York
Washington at SWUM Clay, twilight
armload at Los Anse'," night
14
14
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Youngster
4-Repasts
S- Flying
mammal
12-Bereraz•
13-Malicious
burning
14-Time gone by
15-Matters
17-Consume4
111-Lubricates
20-Roman
tyrant
21-Encircles
23-gather and
mother
26-City in Italy
2T-Matrons
211-What 7
(cotton.)
21-Possessive
pronoun
10-Journeyed
forth
31-Nahoor
sheep
32-Parent
(cotton.)
31-Trousers
34-Cease
35-Landed
property
(pl.,
37-Breathe
loudly In
sleep
31-Strikes
39-11eavenly
body
40-Part of play
42-Leaking
through
45-Equality
46-Tally
41-Period of
tim•
41-Exist
10-Hauled
51-Weaken
DOWN
1-Chinese
pagoda
2-St•n's
nickname
3-Disfigures
4-Posts
5-1s mistaken
4-Beast of
burden
7- Behold I
S-Scoffed
ll-Conductor's
stick
10-Mature
11-Measure of
weight
111-11111tarl
assistant
13-War god
20-Tittee
21-Dirt
2.7-Small
amounts
23-Separates
24-Singing
Coke
26-Form
37-Europeans
30-Most obese
31-Tales
33-Ache
34-Break
suddenly
36-At that
place
Answer to Yes erday's Puzzle
pau MOON GINO
MOO moon mg3
SI(1M 00MOM MUM
0010 UMME13
111200 1100 ORM
NOU MNM ONO=
=MOO UOMMO
WORM MOO RMM
MOOG BMO 00MM
MOON OM
mom watama MOO
MGM EMMAUS WOO
OMM &MOO MOU
ST-Spirlted
horse
11-Withered
40-Resort
41-NalCa
as
42-Seed
43-New Deal
agency
(abbr.)
44-OpenIng
47-Prefix. with
1 2 3 'N:,4 Wil6 7 t ...K.,ii„
12 34:13 iiiiii Wil
13
a—saleIRRZS
J22
iii0.6.
1111
i(ja
Wig
112'3 RIM
23
..iti7
MMMI
iiiIII
SM.:Is!:
24 al
26 ie.
n
.
am
11
Jr'MI
n 4ANdMMRMM1114III
15 il 4IIII
Ngii:I.:iii113' SIM
40 41 wi
42MIII
41 el
ill
.s7.4.se 47 a 
4$II
fili 5i49 :...4s`aUIIIII
50
Distr. by hailed Feature Syndicate, Inc. 2.5
MSC Baseball
Tied For First
Murray State's baaeball team his
Jumped into a tie for first place
with Middle Tennessee in the West-
ern Division of the Ohio valley
Conference by _weeping a double-
header from the Raideis Tuesday'
3-2 and 9-5
Both teams now have 4-2 records
in the division The two will play
otherr 
doubleheader
douteeheaders left with
 May 7 Both
Austin Pray and Western.
Murray shcrtstop Ron Anderson
was a mighty Man in the double
Win over Middle banging out three
home runs and driving in eight
runs Anderson, the leading hitter
and slugger Jr the Hamra last year,
CONGRATULATIONS
To the Hospital Commission, the Administrator and to 
the
People of Murray and Calloway County. on this fine 
new
and modern medical facility.
MURRAY - CALLO WAY
COUNTY HOSPITAL
Murray Wholesale Grocery
began this season in a dump, but
has cons- on in a rush tisS isie
four games, hitting four borne rune,
three doubles, and a single to lift
his batting average to .315. He kms
cTr54en In 17 runs for the /1$118Orr"
Anderson hit a two-run homer
tor the Racers in the fir* win over
Middle In the second, he hit •
three-run homer to tie the score
3-3 in the seventh inning and then
hit another three-run one in the
eighth to win the pww.
Against North Dakota list mask.
he hit the longest bail on record
at the Murray field, and against
Middle, he hit an even longer one.
Leine pitching ace George Mean,
the nlit:30t1.5 leading concede pit-
cher last seades has also oome on
strong since a shaky start, and has
won three straight for She Racems
He pitched a two-hitter agakist
Austin Peays a one-hitter against
Western, and a three-hater againdl
Middle He struck out 1110111 in the.
three seven-inning contests The
lone hit by Western came with two
out in the last inning of the game.
The Racers now are 9-5 for the
sewon, having won their last foil,
games They will play a doub --
header et Southeast Missouri Sat-
urday, and angle games at Mem-
phis State April 28 and at the Ili
,
versity of Misebsappi April 29, before
returning to oorderenne action May
1 against Western at BoW1ing Green.
Their rikt home game will be May
5 agatrist Ismbuth °allege.
FASTER OPERATION
GREATER ACCURACY
LESS FATIGUE .
. . . all controls
within fingor-tip ruck
VICTOR
AMERICA'S mimeos,'
ArmiG-SUBMACrING mAcinNE
• swes• sewn televises.
• 15e. •15/50 at •
• •.1••••TI5 CONDIT 11•5•55e8
• OHMIC, 5 
• 
Tans.. TTTTT
ELECTRIC SUBTRACTORS
$181°°
•-7..7.:7 *124". 
LEDGER & TIMES
Phone 753 1916
record books today with a 
bitter-
sweet no-hitter that might 
have
soured any other pitcher on 
base-
ball for life.
Not the 30-y e a r old Houston
knuckleballer. though
He aotuaily apologized for becom-
ing the first major leaguer ev
er to
pitch a no-hitter and still l
ose
Thursday night. He said it was 
his
error that put the winning run 
on
base and quickly absolved veter
an
second baseman Nellie Fox for corn-
mitUng another error that allow
ed
a 1-0 victorythe run to score in
fcr Cincinnau
Both errors were made
ninth inning
Johnson not only
record books with
in the
goes into the
one of these
special Roger Maria type asterisks
but also with the heartfelt sympathy
of every pitcher who ever lived
Eight other major leaguers before
him, the last of whom was Harvey
Haddix in 1959, hurled no-hit ball
for nine Innings but they lost by
yielding subsequent talts in extra
timings.
Throws Wildly
Johnson. a tax-foot-four right-
ist-rider whom the Colts obtained
from the Reds In the 1861 expansion
player draft for $75 000. struck out
nine and walked two but began his
own undoing when he threw wildly
seat first base on Pete Rose's bunt
with one out In the ninth.
Rose took second on the error,
moved to third on an infield out
and then same name when Pox
bobbl_ed yada pawn's sharp bounc-
er
The defeat was the fine Of the
season for Johnson, who had won
hit first two games this year end
his last five in 1963 Joe Muhl&
aided by three double plays. hdd
Houston to five hits and letZtICk
out six in posting he first victory.
In other National League runes,
the world champion Dodgers snap-
ped a seven-game loam streak with
a 7-6 triumph over the Cardinals
the Phillies puked out a 6-5 W121
Johnson Pitches A No
Hitter And Still Loses
When He Commits Error
By MILTON RICILMaiN 
over the Pirates and the Cubs down-
!United Press International 
ed the Meta 5-1, in the only oth
er
Chin-up Ken Johnson entered th
e game scheduled.
In the American League. the In-
dians shaded the Angels. 3-2, the
Senators defeated the Thins. 5-4,
and the Orioles blanked the Red
Sax, 1-0, after Boston took the
opener of a twonighter, 3-1. All oth-
er clubs were idle.
Snaps Tie
Rookie third baseman John Wet-
has earned the Dodgers their vict
ory
over the Cardinals when he singled
home two rims in the eighth to
snap a 5-all tie. Werhas' blow (lune
off Bobby Shantz although R
on
Taylor was the loser. Ron Perra-
noski was the winner in relief of
Don Drysdale Frank Howard and
Curt Mood had homers.
Pinch hitter John Herrnstein's
two-run double capped a four-r
un
ninth inning rally that enabled the
Pinnies to come from behind to
beat the Pirates Rookie Ridge Al-
len hit his fourth homer for the
Phils, alio trailed 5-0 after •
timings Jack 1:laicisation ara
winner and Roy Face the loser.
Left-hander Dick Ellsworth a '.' '-
game winner for the Cubs last
picked up his first victory of • ..
season with a seven hit effort 2- •
gainst. the .Wets Andre FtaS.•
and Ernie Banks had this 
apiece for the Cubs, who b:
the game open with a four
rally at the expense of Tracy ls •
lard in the second A three-r.
error by centerfielder Jan Hic. •r.
with two out kept the Cubs L
in the second inning.
-nr.,coan CROWDS
CINCINNATI trt — The 10
tIonal Lesgue home openers of
 '
drew a total of 333,020 we'.'
—a gain of 22 per cent over 
1,
Dave Grote. NL public reL
iS
director, disokised Thursday.
 '
San Francisco Guants. New
Mets, Se. LOWS Cardinals
Houston Colts set records
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WH
EN YOU
TRADE WITH . . . .
cm) PARKER MOTORS
PLaxii 3-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME -- LOW PROFI
T
"See-vice Built Our Business"
FT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON 
A NEW OR USED CAR
WARD- TERMITE CO. -
Located at Five Points Phon
e 753-6019
Murray, Kentucky
(or phone 247-3023, collect, Mayfield)
— LICENSED and INSURED —
Special During Month of April . . .
ANY SIZE HOME (Work Guaranteed) 
 $70.00
34 Years Experience Free 
Estimates
WIN 30,000
FREE
TV STAMPS
There's Nothing To Buy! Just stop and register
 at any of
these Ashland Oil Stations.
REGISTER OFTEN
GREEN'S
ASHLAND SERVICE
4th A ',s,'anmore
N1URR al , KENTUI Kl.
TAYLOR'S
"FIVE POINTS" ASHLANL
Ky. 121 & College Farm Road
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WILSON'S
ASHLAND SERVICE
4th & Spruce
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DRAWING
MAY 15, 1964
YOU NEED NOT BE
PRESENT TO WIN!!
Tickets Must be deposited at any of ti
three above stations by 4:00 pm, Ma
15 Drawing will be held at 5.00 pm
May 15 at the Ashland Five Points SLA
Lion, Ky. 121 and College Farm Road,
REGISTRATION BLANK
30,000 FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
1st Prise, 15,000 Stamps - 2nd Prise.
10,000 - 3rd Prise 5.000 Stamps
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
YOU NEED NOT BE PRESENT
I Name 
I Address 
Drawing May 15, 1964
(. 0 0 I) FOR
100 EXTRA FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
With This Coupon and the Purcha
se
of an 011. ( HANGE
Coupon Expires May 15. l9r.4
i.e 1
00
e
,
..-Francis
To Be Read
„Saturday Evening
The wedding of hhis Barbara Lee
Nesbitt, daught.er of Mr and Mrs.
J. E. Neetutt of Hazel Route Two,
and Jamas D. Francis iv, son 01
Mr and Idra James D. Francis Br ,
of Valley Station, well be on Satur-
day. April 16.
Rev. Hoyt Owen will perform the
double riag caramony at sot o'cladt
us Use evening at the South Pleas-
ant Grove Methodist Church.
Miss Nandi has chosen her sister.
Mn,. E. L. Dortch, as matron of
houor. The bridesmaids will be Miss
Carolyn Erwin and Mrs. Georgia
Hail Mint VICM Dorsch, niece of
the brute-elect, sail be the flower
(jury Brown will be the best man
fur ha broater-m-las. Ushers will
be Eddie Llortch and Steve Robert-
son. brother-m-1as, and cousin of
the bribe-elect Donnie Dirndls.
nephew of the bncle-eiect. %ill be
the ringtmarer.
A program of nuptial music will
be presented by Mrs. Otto Emus.,
organst. mid Mrs.L 1). Click Jr..
asamt. •
All friends and relatives are in-
vited to attend the wedding.
• • •
Mrs. Brooks Cross
Speaks At Meet Of
Circle On Tuesday
The Brooics eras Circle of the
A'aman's Society of Clusataan Serv-
ice of the FUest Methodiat Church
met Torsi:lay evening at arn10-1:110w
ty o clock in the social bia 01tile
church  
Mrs Modes Mugs presented an
ottomans e program an the theme,
Women .n the Church
The devotion was green by Mrs.
Don Hunter
Mrs Joe Nace chairman prealded
the meeting Mrs Joe Brunk
alas elected obaurnan of the circle
tor the new church year
Refreshments were served by the
hcestersem Mrs John Ward and Mn
Robert Garmen
• • •
First Boat, W.VIS
Has General Meet
Tuesday Ertning
The general propram maistang .01
the Woman a Stisitoraary Society of
the Meat Baptist Chinch was head
Tuesday merman at the church.
' Our Jewish Neighbors- wee the
theme of the program presented by
the Kathleen Jones Circle
Those taking pert were Mrs E D.
Shipley Mrs Luther Dunn. Mule
Lorene Swann, Mrs J I Hada.
and Mrs Ethel Want
Mrs Madede Theint played piano
hterlunes during the program The
zroup ang -We've A Story To Teti
ro the Nation ". led by Mrs & C '
Jones with Mrs. Talent at the ptam
The preadent. Mn Jack Kennet-
presided and repined on the gate
WMU convention held at Owensboro
rich forty -me perm from the
Blood Row daseelation attending
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
753-1916 or 753-4947
Hancock-Arnn Vows To Be Read
111411".
4moribsdriv
mini non
ttlai t '-
I
". 1! isaal I
.
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lir & 11111M
KISS [ALLYN ELIZABETH HANCOCK
4.1•••••
xt.3
Mr add sea James Luke Hancock of Rock Rik South Carotid&
gemoonee the engagement cif thew *wester, Evelyn Elmibetti of Rock
RBI and Gastonia. North Caroltna. to Ilkiward MIMI= Argilof Louserdle•
P00 of Mr and Mrs Leonard L Aran of Murray.
The brule-eieca is a graduate of WInthorp Conege and the Southern
Haman Theoiogical Seminar) School of Church Music She is organfht
and Youth Dtrector at East Baptist Church in Gastonia
- The bridegrooest-eleet Is a graduate of the Universe, of Tenjessee.
where be Inta a ineinber of Sigma Alpha EMIlkin Fratertny. and he 111111
eihn seledied at the Unitise:14 of Lsoubrflie. U. k kinak*NBC1wishta
7/1111,181111 Vorrwrarce Ociewnenion in Louisville.
The wedding will make piaar Ounday alianacaua. June 7. as the
nartteade HapUat Church in Rock Hill
PERSONALS
lx and Mn 0 C Wells left to-
day tor a ghat with their ion and ;
fanah. Mr and Mrs Fred Wells
and children Mae and Julie. of
Clnrinnut Ohio
Mr and Mn. Joe Hal Spann• 102 i
• • •
North 121i meet are the parents
a a daasabtfir. Cana Jo, we/Agnes
nen pounds one ounce. barn en
01611417. April 4. at the Murray
They ha•e one other
daughter. Neermy. we nine Mr and
Mrs. Oran Spann of Murray and
Mrs. Genh-y Mitchell of Princeton
ere die dnintePirenta•
CONGRATULATIONS
,o•—•••
to.
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
cqt,
We are proud to have done the paving of the park-
ing lot and driveway for the new hospital of Murray
and Calloway County.
M8(11 Construction Co.
Benton Road Phone 753-3835
•
t.
SOCIAL CALINDAR
Saturday, April nth
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have its
noon luncheon at the club house.
Hostesses a re Mesdames Rollin
Hornsby, W E Blackburn, Henry
McKenne, and Miss Menne Skin-
ner.
• • •
Saturday. April tub
A rummage sale sill be held at
the Anted-wan Lawton Hall started
atfiam
The Murray Toasurustress
will meet at the Woman's
House at 12.30 p in for ita
luncheons.
• • •
Monday, April 27th
Mrs Jean Willis a ill be the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
American Legion Auxiliary to be
held at the Leeson Hall at 7 pm.
• • •
The Creataie Arts
We.
at the eibilt
Dr Ralph T
mien, speaker at
the Kulcsey ParentaTeacber
ciatacc to be held at the sehoel
auditorium at 7 pm.
• • •
Wednesday. AprIl Zink
Ladies Day C•olf begins at the
Murray Country Club Coffee at
9'00 and a short business simian.
MI golfers are urged to attend.
S. "Arm
./1b:•$• Allbritten
f",-Op-am
testing
Rudy Allbrittenim=
ItiO
e
Dear
Speak lip, Mom!
Abigail Nir ..4 4t4rei
DEAR ABBY: My problem is an
el.:lit-year old neighbor boy who
plays with my seven-year old He
coulee to my house after school with
my win, We at supper at six o'clock i
and the neighbor lad just stands'
there watadung us. When I Mk him
v." eat with us. he never refuses.
dometsines I've asked him to wait
us the other roam, but he thews
ends up back in the kitchen watch-
mg in. My was is eager to play
4;am. so he gives us a hand time
and Mena eat very well. I ye sent
Club the ne.ghlits: boy home because of
Club this, but in 15 minutes he is back
mon again. On school nights they let
tilm stay at our house tinth I send
h.in home so I can get my sou ready
for bed. Owl you help Me? I aim a
tiers ous wreck.
JACKIE'S MOTHER
Di AR MOTHER: It's not the
boy'.; fault. He has no rules is follow.
Tell his mother that YOU have
roles and y no seed her ceoperadon.
Tell her prectoely what boars your
son has for playtime, mealtime and
bedtime Explain that he isn't per-
mitted company at mealtime or Alt-
era ard, And if she doesn't respect
your wishes, don't SEND the boy
11101.11--TAKE him home.
• • •
of the Christian Women's Fellowship
of the is Christian Church held
on Thersday momma at rime-thirty
o'clock in the church parlor.
"Toilow Where Thy Peet Have
71rod" was the theme of the program
by Mrs Allbritten
Mrs Maurice Cram Jr gave the
devotion
Officers elected for the coming
church year were Mrs. Howard Tits-
Aorth. president: Mr is Bhelton.
vice-prendent. Mrs. 0. B Boone
Jr . and Mrs. Fred Weer, m-wtv.ce
etsaulnen. Mrs. Batboy Gore erre-
tiara Mrs. Dary Hopkins. treasurer.
Following the meeting a ltuck
luncheon was served at the church
with Group In In charge of the
wrung eanents.
• • •
NATIONAL MARITIME DAY
WASHINGTON Lii — President
Johnson Thursday proclaimed May
22 as National Ma.ritune Day to
honor the U 8 Merchant Marine.
Johnson called the American mer-
chant fleet an essential eletneht cd
*se economy arid one that has made
a Vnificant contribution to U. S.
Worts to correct the balance of
payments didicat.
TO tNVKU. MONEXENT
---
WARSAW. Poland10, — A mon-
ument to MANI victim& of the
Nazis chaing World War TT will be
alarriad in the former Tref:Arnim
Beath comp in Poland ots ides 11);
die Palish news agency PAP re-
port* Thiirwise
i1n'tmIsst ist
ungilioper valuit
hIGN CAPACIIY
COOLING
REMAlikieLY
°PERMS
• 11.14.1 -i4441; 4
DK PEW= CONMPUTION Of
COOUPIG PAD OCHUSIMIFICA71011
feir trirE Min miiAS
r...1•111111111110.0•0••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••
SS SIMS
IIMW,r14745. - nmareseme
S Model - Only 11119.95
1
••• . ••••••••••••• I
s •••••••• ••• •s••••••••.•r•BILBREys
210 East Main Phone ,
MAR ABBY: A serviceman came
to repair our Aso:dung machine and
mad he had to take It to his shop In
fix wheel he brought it blot I wsil
fit work A neighbor saw him trying
to get into my house so die called
me at work and told me what was
mug on I called Me employer at
tinge awl told him I didn't armee-
date people going into my house
while I wee gone He aud that's
the way everybody did nowadays.
They always searched under man,
In Mailboxes .arid all over for keys.
and /et themselves in Am I out of
step. Abby. or did be have a right to
do this
JUST PLAIN MAD
 Nimom
technical, the serviceman is guilty
of breaking and entering.
• • •
DEAR ABBY. My husband insists
that when a man and a lady go
Upstairs, Use wainwn goes ftret, and
when they go downstairs, the men
goes first. I say its the other way
around Who is right"
ETTA KET
DEAR, ETTA: When a lady goes
up the stairs, the gentleman alieald
follow her so that he can catch her
should she trip. And the gentleman
precedes the lady when she descends,
for Use Swine Munn.
• • •
CONFIDENTIAL TO "B" IN SA-
CRAMENTO: Watch out! The Per-
son who ducks the blood test is
usually the one who needs It most.
DE AR MAD: You are very much
"in" step. AM if you wain I. get ,
• • •
Get It off your cheat For a per-
sonal unpublished reply, write to
ABBY, Box 3365, Beverly Hills,
Calif , 90212. Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
• • •
Hate to write letters? Send one
dollar to ABBY, Box 36, Beverly
Hills. 90212. for Abby's new
booklet, "HOW TO WRITE LET-
TERS FOR ALL OCCASIUNS."
• • •
THE MIGHTY MIDGET
WAIT ADS WORK
FRIDAY — APRIL 24, 1964
irs All-STOP, the Martin Company's new Inflated hag gim-
mick that May lave mores of laves and prevent hundreds cd
*Juries if made standard equipment in planes. Model Joan
Balky (top) demonstrates how it would protect a passenger
from slamming into the seatback ahead. When a crash or
sudden impact Is apparent, the pilot would pull a switch and
Alr-Stops would Inflate tromedlately on barks of all seats.
Photos below show a tad with a Sammy at 35 tunes gravity.
DISCOVER A WORLD OF
IDEAS, NEWS AND VIEWS
RIGHT From Your EASY CHAIR
Complete Coverage on Local Happenings
* Complete Sports Coverage, Women's Activities
and State and National News
For Daily Delivery Subscription In Haul, Lynn Grove or Murray Just l'hone 753-1916
Pass thLs opportunity on to a friend. Just clip out and
use this handy order form.
Please enter my subscription to the LEDGER AND
TIMES for one full year. for which I enclose S
$4 50 in Calloway and adjoining counties
$8 00 in Kentucky and elsewher*
— 20e PER WEEK BY CARRIE&
NAME _
ROUTE
POSTOFFICE STATE _
22 GAHM BOYS DELIVER DAILY
ALL OM MURRAY
CARRIERS IN IIA/EL AND LYNN GROVE
GIVE PUBLICATION DAY SERVICE
Newspapers Produce Light and Information.
Their Absence Results In Darkness
Enjoy The Pleasure of Reading
The LEDGER & TIMES
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FRIDAY - APRIL 24, 1964
MURRAY
0411LINIZI-I4 TN EAT t
••• •
Open 6:00 - Start 7:00
* TONITE and SAT. *
Each Feature Shown Once
at 7:00 Fri. & 11:10 Sat.
Susan
Hayward
,Inhn
Gavin
%Us lass
earussimr•wanian•amesseesimr• ••• •••••••••• ma. •  am...••••••=1 elm
I'LL'S • at 9:gt,f41, alt.7 Sat.
48.611•1111111.....1
I'LL
it II 1 -, Fri. & 11:15 Sat.
GREGOR) ROBERT
PECK MITCHUN1
POLLY
BERGEN
. air was)
ay. tin Mil • 11191111 luso mg
* SUN. - MON. - TUES. *
NOWA LOST WORLD BECOMES
11811.10R10 Of ADVENTURE!.
••• I& as _
ULM. BR9CITIEFt
CEORCE MAKIN
SIIRBARIIERSO
CAPITOL
ova 3 p.a. rei. • I p.m. fist- • RIM.
a I ) I Y - SATURDAY *
MINDISUSPENSE
SHOCKER!
4> .
eitia°1•1'1!
tam. ac.-• •al• than
'Wise* of th• Deaused"1
- 1 I. •-• -
• Fat d NOM Frat-Cpw
Awl le Wild
Wall of
Noise
i..StIZAXNE PLESHETT1 PIMA
DOROTHY PROV1NE Mr...•••••• Ills
* IN. - MON. - TUES.
DEAN SWIM
MSS THE 140TTES1
OUIST1ON Or THE DAY.
iteN
Sleeping
In my
Bed \ k*.:°`1,
?"
O. LUPIN
MONTGOMERY Reb
c'Eii;v1 srio aik as. ru35714.I1r0'
...cum BURNETT•
• SOON •
-MOVE OVER DARLING"
FOR SALE
OOMPLETE APARTMENT. IDEAL
for lake site. van move by arrange-
ments. Dill Hiestrie. 763-3930. tfc
ONE BEL-AIR FOUR DOOR Chev-
rol& six cylinder, stralgtit shift.
red and white. Good mechanically
and real sharp car Can see at Col-
lege Shop on North 16th Street
across Crean Murray State Library.
&25c
TNTERMESTED IN A NEW SINGF2t
sewing machine??? Free $6.00 111
cash if we can't save you money -
buy locally. Oontact Bill Adams or
Delon Courtney at your Singer Sew-
ing Machine Shop, 1301 W. Main or
Xr2 B. 4t.h, Murray, Ky. a30o
FOR SALE BY OWISER. 3 Bed-
room brick. N. 19th St. Phone 753-
1478. a34p
ONE OF THE FINER THINGS OF
life - Blue Ltatre c'..:pet and up-
holstery clean( .1.e.it .I'.ctric sham-
pooer $1 Q41.4 Fir: .tur^ a25e
For Sale
LAKE PROPERTY 4 ROCM olock
ar.d !Ironic wah bath and fire place
lak • new. o.ily $4200 Extra lot for
$1.050
1,17 LOT-TN" PIN}.BLS res.
lak- fnintu •e and a $2.000
L0,1 %MN ON Ifiehl.y 414.
BRICK CABIN WITH CARPORT,
in Center Ridge Subdivision.
CITY PROPERTY 3 BEDROOM
:rune on Payne Street.
4 BEDROOM. 2 BATHS, on Ryan
Ave
3 BEDROOM GARAGE Apartment
4 BEDROOM FRAME 014 College'
Perm Road
I BEDROOM FRAME ON Calloway
Ave.
3 BEDROOM BRICK ON North
HIM Street
BOUM AND LOT ZONED FOR
bodzwas on North 5th between Olive
and Walnut
SUBURE•ax PROPERTY. 2 Bed-
rooms. 2 acres of land on city miter
lint
2 BEDROOM FRAME DI Dexter
2 BEDROOM. APPROXIMATELY
one sere of lathi near the Lobate
7 ACRES OF LAND, IDEAL TO
build on. on Newburg Road
3 BEDROOM FRAME ON NORTH
14Mb Eltrest.
2 11111011100114. ELECTRIC HEAT.
In Pegyear. Tenn.
3 BIEDRCIOM PRANM, ONE Acre
oe land in Hazel
3 BEDROOM FRAME IN Calvert
Qty
FARM PROPERTY 110 ACRES,
located near New Providence. 3 bed-
room house with 2 baths
100 ACRES WITH NEW BRICK
home with I% bath, near Locust
Grove Church.
14 ACRES, NEAR SHARPE, on U.S.
/111
•••siiair
TEE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
worn more than twice. Call Judy
Ward Orogen, 753-2800. sale
COFFER TABLE AND 11IND Tables.
Phone 138-4617. Mrs Edwin Craw-
ford. leap
100 LOTS IN WHITNELL States-
Murray's finest. Five big new homes
going up now Drive out and see
'eau Buy yours now! Cell or see
Charles Ry an Development Co.,
phone 763-6463.lip
NMED A NEW HOIIIIE? WHY Nor
try the lovely Iftenette Mohr& Home.
32 floor plans to choose from. Ten
and twelve wide'. Get more for your
money and so reasonable Coiriplete
stock of used models. Mr lake trailer
$800. used 10 irides $3306 and $2596.
42 1067 nioael. tam bedrooms $1750;
El' two besatatan mode: $1566 -,Aany
others to choose from Matthews
Mobile Homes, Highway 46 North,
3
--1111:teld.
may26c
-
LARGE WESTINGHOUSE Rettig.
erator. used Good condition. Phone
71.3-2601. salp
51-ACRE FARM, NEARLY NEW
five room house All modern oon-
vesuences See or call H. P John-
son. Lynnville. Ky Phone 382-2188.
8.87 ACRES LOCATED 5% MILES
at of Murray on blacktop and
water line. $3000.
TWO BED
haws and large lot. ties pienty of
built-ins and large closets. Located
11 mnes East on Highway 94. A
bargain at $7500.
NEW 3 BEDROOM FRAME located
near college. Water and sewer. The
full price is only $7500. No closing
CA
100 ACRES EAST OF MURRAY
under good fence with no =prove-
nience. Approximately 90 sores mown
In fescue WW1 30 acres under hog
fame. 14-acre corn base Thu Is a
steal at $7500
60 ACRE FARM LOOAT'ED 5 miles
Mast ot Murray on water line and
blacktop several good 10Ot to sell
U buyer desires. An eseellent buy
at 115.000
1117 ACHE FARM WITH AVERAGE
improvements locaSed 2,1 miles East
of Dexter on good road Only 14
mile from blacktop. Has 4 ponds and
spring fed creek Mostly fenced and
has BO an tendable It wont be
for sahe long at $10,000.
270 ACRES 5 MILES NW PROM
Kleramey. 2.62 air cured tobacco base.
135 sores tameable i86 in river but-
sod SO in grass). TWO good
houses tone now) and seveng good
outbuildings $33,600 make. this
farm one of the beet buys In the
county Owner will consider financ-
ing for right person.
NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK IN
Thoroughbred Terrace. Large panel-
ed den. Two full ceramic baths and
beauttful kitchen with built-ins. Lot
is 100' wide and the full price of
$16,000 includes sister, sewer, and
extra wide paved street
VERY NICE LARGE 4 BEDROOM
brick on North 7th. Fiat basement
and cereals/ heat Lot is 142' x 192.
Rae meaty extras and is in excellent
condition Owner has reduced price
$3.000 for quick sale This one won't
be for sake long at $18.000.
PURDOM & THURMAN AGENCY.
Eno., Insurance and Real Palate,
PRODe 256-4451, Frani' L. Ryan,
John N. Furdoen. Bill Thurman.
Realtors. a2k
NE% 2 BEDROOM BRICK ON
Highwas 121
102 ACRES ALL LEVEL LAND near
Banton
70 ACRES NEAR JONES MILL,
Possensuxi with deed
1151 ACRES, 100 ACRES CLEARED.
neat Smithland • I
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate Agency
Phone 753-3263, 500 Main Street,
Murray. Ky a24c
1969 EEL-AIR CHEVROLET. TWO
door, eight cylinder, Powerglide, real
shad p car. p.iced reasonable See at
Texaco Station, PUteerith and Main.
a25c
TAPPAN GAS RANGE, 0000 con-
dition. Catl 753-5344. 1340
AKC RZOIBTERBD PUIE1110111111
puppies. Also toy oiltdattire Poodle.
Cab 763-1873 a34p
WEANED PIGS. CALL 753-3970.
tfnc
1059 CUSTOM RAMBLER. FOUR
door, with striught shift and over-
drive, original owner. 42,000 actual
miles Will sell or trade for cheaper
C. Qin 763-08110 after 5:00 p.m.
a25c
SEVERAL USED WRINGER wash-
ers and about 100 electric motors.
M Richardson, 407 8 8th. 1240
23 FTHEROLABB HULL Houseboat.
sleeps four. galley. 36-h p. Evinrode.
Priced to sell Mayfield 247-6142 or
247-8064. a26p
_
FOR BALE BY owrnm 95 ACRES
(Ann. Righwav 641 near MOW, 2200'
highway frontage new 4 and 5
strand barbed wire fence °all 753-
2720 til $ p.m. it.20p
FOR 54 AL A ND SEMIFeiRMALS.
hues 7 through 10. none lave been
'40 FORD FERGUSON WITH plow.
and disc after 5.00 pm. call 753-
4063 a2bc
1 ONLY. TILL.. 3-h.r ENGINE.
artitts-Stratton. E.6.-ca1 this week
$13096 Railroad Salvage Store, 004
Maple St a25c
rtAt RENT I
THREE PRIVATE ROOMS FOR
anise boys with kitchen privileges.
LOollted 100 8. 13th. Phone 753-3914.
tic
ROTO-TILLERS. MOWERS, hedge
trimmers, hand a a ii d e r s, saws.
BILBRZY 'S.
TELEVISIONS, AIR-Conditioners..
fans, refrigerators, ranges
MARCY'S. may 14c
NEAR TOWN, LARGE FURNISH-
ed bedroom, private entrance, kit-
chen pr1v1ir2es Nell Diuguld An-
dnis. 412 S 6th aZc
Hog Market
Federal State Market New. Serv-
ice. Friday. April 24. 1064 Kentucky
Purchase-Area hog market report
including 10 buying stations Esti-
mated receipts 1000. barrows arid
gilts 20 to 30c higher US 1 2 and 3
180 to 240 us 514.00 to $14.26 Few
S 1 180 to 220 Ibis $14 50 to $15 00
US 2 and 3 145 to 270 Its $1275 to
$14.00 U.S. 1, 2 and 3 180 to 175 lea.
$1250 to $14 00 US 2 and 3 aows 400
to 800 Ms $1050 tn $11.50 U S land
I 260 to 400 lb.. $1125 tc1-$12.26.
OH, MISTER --- IS
MY COAT  
RE ADY ?
NOTICE
FO• R ALL TYPES POWER TOOL
repair, such as electric saws, drilla,
modem buffers, grinders etc. Bee
Dill Electric, New Concord Rd.. 75E-
2930 tfe
WE COMPLETELY REISUILD elec-
tric motors. See Dill Electric, New
Ooneord Dr., 753-2430. tie
11111aNDINCI AT IgERVIOIL MY (Wi-
den Penman° "Wonder Boy's Pride".
For Uiformshon call 763-1833 or 788-
3666 or oiune by and look at turn at
Fair,lane Stabies, Lynn Grove Road.
1360
ANNOUNCING DOT'S BEAUTY
Salon. 103 South 10th now open.
Phone 753-1532. Open evenings by
appouument. Dorothy Danner, own-
er-operator. a34c
FARMERS, GET YOUR DeiLALIS
Need corn at the Murray Hatchery,
446 IL 4th. may5e
FOR HAIL & FIRE INSURANCE
on your tobacco see Thomas Mc-
Daniel or Wayne Wilson at Wilson
Ineurance said Real Estate. mayallc
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN. Want-
ed: Responsible party to take over
monthly pelyaneelt6 on a spinet
piano. Qui be seen locally Write
Credit Manager, P.O. Box 215, Shel-
tie:Laos.
r AUCTION SALE
SATURDAY. APRIL Math AT 10
a.m. I will offer for sale to the
highest ladder at my old home
place, two miles east of Lynn Grove
on the Murray and Lynn Grove
Highs the following One lot Of
hOUSefl and kitchen furniture,
includir.g e:ectric stove, refrigerator
and waslung machine Some anti-
Wee, including two violins, one over
100 years old. Some fanning tools,
inrJuding 1 horse drawn Interns-
Waal Cern pia.nter. never been used
but very Utile. Lola of other Item&
too numerous to emotion Luther
Mills, Os-Ther. a34go
INAP4111
BLOCK LAYTNG OP ANY KINTX
See Lenice Coles or dial 492-2481.
a25ne
JAME HELP WANTED
WANTED AT ON(: 01PVICII man-
aged- trainee, age 21-30. Company
s 01 train and pay agency fee. Salary
$7500 per week and car nulage.
Maids age 21-50, tor work in New
York Transportation arranged
Room, board and salary up to $55.00
per week Jobs Urdltnited Eniploy-
ment Agency, 1627 BrobillinXy. phone
442-8161, Paducah, Ky. a27c
KITCHEN KEEP 6 RRR DAY No
phone calls. Whitte's Oafe. ale
BOYS
DO YOU WANT TO EARN
your own Spending Money this
summer?
If so - Apply in person NOW
for a Choice Paper Route at
The
LEDGER & TimEs
PEANUTS0
PAGE FIVE
CITY
ORDINANCE
ORDLNANOE NUMBER 415. BE-
ING AN ORDINANCE EXEMPT-
ING WINSLOW ENGINEERING
AND MANUFACTURING COMP-
ANY FROM CITY OF MURRAY
TAXES FOR THE TAXABLE
YEARS 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967 AND
1968.
BE IT ORDAINED BY T E
OOMMON COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SECTION I: Pursuant to author-
ity vested in City of Murray by
virtue of Section 170 of the Ken-
tucky Constitution and Section 92.-
300 of Vie Kentucky Revised Stat-
utes. Winslow Engineering and
Manufacturing Company, a subsid-
iary of the Marmara Corporation,
a hereby exempt from City of Mur-
ray taxation for the taxable years
ot 1964. 1966. 1966, 1.961 and 1968.
PASSED ON FIRST READING
THE 23rd DAY OF APRIL. 1964.
COMMON COUNCIL OF CITY
OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY
By HOLMES ELLIS, Mayor,
City of Murray. Kentucky
A i :
STANFORD ANDRUS, Clerk
City of Murray, Kentucky
DRAFT .SCHEDULED
NEW YORK (1$11 - The National
Basketball Asmotation has reched-
uled Its annual player draft from
April 28 to May 4 at New York's
Hotel Plaza The new date was
caused by the extended period of
tune it is taking the league to com-
plete its champsonahlp playoffs.
nin,1
LOW* VAN
BEETHOVEN _
DAN FLAGG by Charles Nit &Aar
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Snake
4-Adhesive
• u Lateen*
11-SutTlit
adherent id
12-1 brough
13- Wing- ithaPed
14- Burn
16-(litlf mound
16- Fitter plant
19-l-arge truck
it-Large tub
20- Armed band
22-Quarrel
(cotton
21- I iance step
26-Actual being
VI-Organ of
hearing
29 -Chicken
Measuring
device
31.1 ations
33 • Forst v•
31 11,11).uod
36 - it's er Island
35- Tlbe Ian
gaseRe
39- Pr*ht
19 • Nahooe
•heep
40- noise
41-Trials
43- I iti le
44-Pair
1131.•
44 .1 toe I HMI
it He mistaken
is !fragrant
oleoresin
13 N e- heal
asency
(.004. 1
54.AI...tract
being
r5 Meier
it Men •
.1. t. 141T•
POW st
1-1.11.elv
it .1...orla
3 rier•
• .4.1 /irate
0.-nt
•
1-Organs of
Might
13-Preb4
10-Ocean
11-Number
19-N ear
-Appear
32-Compass
poiat
23-Out of date
24-rootlike part
26-Surgical
thread
27-Teuton10
deity
29-Pronoun
30-Encountered
32-131blIcal weed
33-Inlet
34- Preposition
86-Reply
37 -.S1);‘,inebrol for
39- & art
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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DOU UMUM WOO@
1W2 011130 mama
40-College
degree (abbr.:
42-Barracuda
43-Great Lake
44-River in
Wales
45-Vase
47-1"rinter's
measure
(PE
49 Resort
10 Small rug
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31 giln Mil
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LA•Lr. Ly °ruled Fs.tais y ,
by Don Sherwood
I'LL ANSWER
YOUR QuE5TO4
WITH ANCnizR
cif. rtAvE YOU
fVER TNOUC•te T
OF LEAveiG The
/ANZINE5 r
NANCY
I WONDER HOW THEY
MADE OUT WITH
MY TORN COAT?
Y ./7/77 
INVISIBLE
MENDING
ABBIE AN' SLATS
inposarma .
YES---
HERE
IT IS
1511!tw - lif f t
EVEN WHEN I TOLD THAT GIRL r 'I-.,
WAS A MARRIED NON- SHE DIDN'T
GIVE UP. WELL, SINCE IT LOOKS
LIKE I'M NOT MARRYING OR
NHERMNG A FORTUNE, I GUESS
WE'D BETTER PACK UP_ AND HEAD
FOR HOME-,
clots.
.•••• • -
(W3-0mEN-i
my Ernie Busbrnther
I CAN'T EVEN
SEE WHERE YOU
DID THE 
MENDING
by &sebum Van Buren
7I4E DARK,HANDSOME ONE -
CK•RLIE -I VA)140E -
F 14E COULD
HELP WE I!
LIL' ABNER
4
.11 11111 116 1,0111+ 1+1 /1J1 01i
SOON AS TH LATE, LATE
AFTERNOON MOVIE IS OVER!!
• IS LITTLE ORPHAN, PLAVED
• SOPH E. TUCKER -AND
HER INABN/ BROTHER, PLAYED
BY GEORGE JESSE L- -
1,,wv 41,•• - Ira
4,1 ,:401`afIlf
--ARE RESCUED BY
A MATURE WOMAN,
PLAYED -? ?- ?-
GREAT SCOTT, DEAR
VOU ff
-Wade. . •
by Al Capp
Cilt/2 Ccorur-a
a
•
a
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
40
411
,
•
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at the street e thdge for e auxiliary
pittnp. He urged that any tree
•
(Continued limbs be cut t
o lengths where two
'men can handle them easily. The
pick up sc.hedule for cleanup week
will be published at a later date for
the infonnauun of residents.
Councdnian Leonard Vaughn re-
ported that thirty homes are still
not connected with sewer lines
where the lines run near the homes..
nual clean-up campaign will be held Eti
crts are water way to have them
on May 3-9 con
nected in isenpuanse with the
Trash pickups wIll be earned dur-
orchnanse to that effect.
( 1• place any other trash. limbs. ete,
Ay Mows ...
Crow Page Ii
low bkider. An uredetermined a-
mount of concrete and timbers will
be used in the construction
Mayor Ellis reported that with
good weather, the city streets will
be placed in good condition in short
order He announced that the a.
trig this week to sissies citizens i A bottleneck at the intezs.ection
the job of removing limbs. brush. a Beale and Chestnut strerts will
etc The regular summer trash pick- be owasoaated aria Improved,
up ad: begin on June 1
'The city council amsined action
Rex Billington. Superintendent of al she Murray Board of Zoning Ad-
the Murray Sanitation Svstroi url- Jiieiii concerning the Pipeline
ed that residents use 'he regular OR Company fining station on West
sarteige !aerials!, as tr.sch as pus- Main Street The firm made a re-
ot,..e during cleanup seek and theisquest of the Board of Zoning Ad-
lustment several months ago to im-
prove and expand their faicilities
and the request was denied. The
firm appealed the decision to Cal-
• loway Circuit Court, however the
butt has never been heard Durmit
the inte smi the ftrm proceeded to
expand the facilities at the station
in apparent conflict with the boards
ruling The court will be asked to
hear the case at the May term,
WATER COSTS emit
ELIZABETHTOWN. Ky tre —
Water rates will be boosted 10 per
cent here to finance a $365.000 bond
issue, shich in turn will help finan-
ce a 81 8 million flood cream/, land
treatment and recreadonel project
covering 56.000 acres in Hardin
County
CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOZ
Tim War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures
No. 384) Breakout of 100 men from
Libby Prison at Richmond a
century ago is adjudged one of the -World's
Greatest Escapes" in the book by the Eng-
lishman Eric Williams (pub. by Norton and
Popular Library,.
The prison was a warehouse of Libby &
'Son, ship chandlers. along the James RIver,
commandeered by the Confederate govern-
ment for Union Army officers. Prisoners
had makeshift sleeping pallets on the two
upper flours, which were subdivided into pens
with iron bars. The lower floor had quarters
for Confederate guards and a common cook-
room in which the prisoners prepared their
rations. Ir.clinatron of the ground beside the
building made the lowest level a half-cellar
oath an cip.aillig upon a river MTH
was closed ce:f to prisoners.
Thomas Ellirood Rose, a native of. Bucks
County, Pennssivarua. who rose from private
in 1861 to colonel of the 77th Pennsylvarua
Regiment. age 33. was taken to Libby Prison
after being taken at Chickamauga in Sept
1563. He assembled, facts of the prison lay-
ANSEL
out within a few days and organised an es
-
cape group. His plan was to get into the
cellar through the bottom of the cookroo
m
In eplace, and then tunnel from the cella
r
into the sewer that drained into the river.
The digging, with case knives and spoons.
had to take place between 10 p. to and 4 a
.
in Dirt had to be disposed of through toilets.
Weeks later, when the sewer was tapped, it
was found too small for a man to crawl
through. Many of Rose's ,companions quit
work there. Others dug on doggedly. They
drove a new tunnel from the cellar to a
shed 50 feet beyond the prison walL
Of the 109 men, most of shoot had given
up digging earlrer, who squeezed through
the shallow tunnel the night of Feb. 9-10,
teat 5* reached ANItori trees, two were
drowned, 48 were recaptured. Rose was
among those recaptured, and he was unable
to break out again.
—CLARK KINNAIRD
1;1 Diagram of escape route by one of the
escapees, Erank E. Moran. Earlier tusael
Was dug In a different directioa.
• 10 se 44 JI jeft
Distributed by Mac Tearane 9swelioste
ft.c Be f
‘v"
TV CAMEOS: Stuart Scbulberg
The Camera Probes into Pro Boxing
By ED MISURELI,
TO STUART SCHIMBERG,
who regretfully spends half his
working year away front his
home and family, his latest as.
was a labor of love.
-Among my earliest mem-
ories as a child is one of sitting
at ringside with my Dad and
brother." he recalled.
"In fact, I was so young that.
one time, the usher Wouldn
't
let me down front at all. H
e
said it didn't took right. I can
recall seeing many fights as a
youngster since Dad was an in-
veterate fan and frequent
ly
took us along whenever the
re
was a good card In the Los
Angeles area."
Through the years, Stuart
never lost his interest 111 boxin
g.
So it Was with nostalgic p
leas-
ure that he went to work la
st
August co-producing and d
i-
recting ••Boxing's Last Round."
an hour-long program to b
e
telecast rei NBC's "David Brink-
ley s Journal" this coming 
April
28.
• • •
"WITH PROFESSIONAL
boxing at perhaps the mos
t
critical point in its Met-0m
we ve probed deeply into a num
-
ber of basic questions." re
lated
Schulherg. "Do we need it' Is
it worth it' Can it exist 
with-
out danger of body destrucUon
and death? Viewers will al
so see and hear "Every bit
 of the narration
"Oar show doesn't say keep! exclusive interviews w
ith Coy, is written by 
David in his own
it or abolish it. What we 
do, Pat Brown of Californ
ia, who style. He 
works from a spot
h,..fvever, is open up these 
ques-
Wants to abolish boxing in 
his sheet with 
which we supply him.
This is filled with information
on each scene. These scenes
have the running time besi
de
them so that he can write his
commentary to fit."
Schulberg, 41, has been work-
ing as co-producer of the -Jour-
nal" with Ted Yates since Jul
y
1961. Before joining the Marin
e
Corps in World War II. he had
been a sports writer and re-
porter. Upon discharge. he went
into documentary film work ant,
turned out scores of movies for
the U. S. government.
He has also racked up a long
list of credits as a producer f
or
private production companies.
Currently, he Is co-author with
his brother, Budd, of the l
i-
bretto%f the Broadway musical,
"What Makes Sammy Run?"
When he is home, Schulberg
lives in Chevy Chase, Md.. with
his wife and their four chil
dren.
"I'm on the g0 about six out 
of
every 12 months," he said wit
h
and station breaks and 
make a smile. "My Wife cLa
ims this
the last cuts, we have 
some 50 is a bass fabricattoili—ob• 
Maya
minutes of actual show left 
it's 11 out of 12."
Isorgnots4 by Lag Features Sysdka
te
tins for the public so that 
it
wil be better Informed on the
controversial aspects in the
case. After all, the ultimate
that would provide federal 
regu-
de-
lation of boxing and do awa
y
cision on boxing's future rests
with the American people."
After weeks of viewing thou-
sands of feet of fight films and
shooting thousands more in Las
Vega'. Miami, New York an
d
other locales, Stuart said th
at
his reaction to professional 
box-
ing was not too different 
than
when he began working on th
e
Seated oe ringside, (finder Se
vere Schtelbarg 1140 x we with •
tigerish, during shooting of scene
 fee "Seming'i lost Round."
program.
-When it is clean," he 
added,
"it is a beautiful sport. I
t also
offers opportunities to u
nder-
privileged kids to eiv ape from
their environment and to 
win
fame and fortune. But 
when
boxing is evil and dir
ty, as it
sometimes is Unfortunately, I
hate it."
Among those to be seen g
iv-
ing their views on the 
show are
heavyweight champion Cassi
us
Clay, ex-heavyweight 
champs
Jersey Joe Wolcott and 
Sonny
Liston. and Angelo and 
Chris
Dundee ol the Clay camp.
state. arid Sen. Philip A. Har
t
of Michigan, sponsor of a 
bill
with the present evils 
that
plague the fight game.
Others on the show are Beau
Jack, a bootblack who 
became
lightweight champ and Is no
w
shining shoes again; King 
Le-
vinsky, a heavyweight wh
o
fought a number of champ
ions
and is now selling ties, and 
Mrs.
Benny (Kid, Paret, whose 
hus-
band lost his title and his 
life
in the ring.
"On a show such as th
is,"
said Schulberg, ''we shoot 
about
10 times more film than
 you
finally see on the air. By jud
i-
cious editing we finally g
et it
down to about an hour and 
45
minutes and then David Brink
-
ley looks it over. When h
e ex-
presses his preferences, we cu
t
it down to about 53 
minutes.
After we fit in commerc
ials
•
•
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25-YEAR MAN—Justic• William 0 Douglas gist's his head • scratch of contemplation in
his cnamber in the U. I1 Supreme Court Building to Washington as reporters r, hips t-
all,* his 25th annlvereary on the bench.
Kentucky News
;kith
Military Bases To Be
4.-crcl Shut Down
• _ WASHINGTON tri — Defense
by United Press International
MURDER IS CHARGED
LEXINGTON, Ky tie A charge
of murder against Charles P Israel.
50 in the shotgun slaying of Ernest
Wright, 54, lust Sunday was I of 42
trilictinenta returnsd Thursday by
the Payette County grand Jury
DISASTER OFFICE CLOSES
FALMOUTH. Ky. — The dis-
aster field other of the Einsin t
Lien Adn..ruiscrat IOU. opened bete
(ter the floods of early March to',
avast local businessmen who suf-
fered demise from the water will
(lase May 1
PLANT RAZED ST FIRE
HORSE CAVE. Ky 5 — Damage
was estimated at more than $150 0001
rocluy from • fire which Wednesday I
night rased the Bale Oil Co ;gent.
FUVVER TO FRANKFORT
MIDDLESBORO. Ky — The
Middlesboro Chamber of Commerce,
meeting to bring about insprovennint
and repair of US HAI WI and
to Frankfort a 1915 Model T Peed
labeled. U S 16-E was built for
cars like this'
State Hopes To Save
On Labor In Summer
FRAN/MORT. Ky. elti
dole Department of Had)
MOW to save strarne • month
Ff -retary Rcbert S. NfriNamara
Warmed announzed today the
:hublzwn- cimplete or partial—of
20 military installations, affecting
shout 30 000 icabs.
M'-Namara was to disclose his hat
of closures or reductions among the
f•V 'oil's 6.700 bases and installa-
tions at a mornine news confer-
!MC
About 30.00 jobholders were ex-
pe:ted t be affected by today's ac-
tion. There were estimates that
from 1.000 to 10.000 of these would
'ad their kbs word out altogeth-
er
None of the Mary 11 big ship-
yards were exported to be included
on the liat, though about a third
of the yards are scheduled in be
closed or reduced in force later
this year
The base cutbacks will bring to
almost 1500 million annually the
savings effected through base chi,-
Uses since McNamara toser over at
the Pentagon in 1961
Preaklent Johnson told his news
conference Thursday he had ap
proved McNamara's recommends-
Horn for base closings or reduction
He said savings would aracalint '
8811 million a year but would
no way" impair the nation's
The 111u7 atrenith
vs -
.1.••
simaner by rice adding seasonel
workers to help with the maint-
enance workload
State Highway t-ornmissiorier
Henry Ward said Thursda$ the loss
of efficiency and expenses are the
main raison" will not hire :he
extra workers this year
About 700 additional workers us-
ually are hired by the department
during the spring and summer
month, to assort about 3 000 full-
tine siainterance emploves
While most of the department's
work is seasonal, Ward believes
that we wouldn't need as many
seasonal empantes if we had Pro-
per marsgement of personnel -
The department normally begins
Wring seasonal employee on April
1, but it was delayed and then abol-
ished for thus your. at Imo
Ward said the department stud-
ied the seasonal employes 'paean
for two years with the goal of cur-
taillng it sharply or eliminating K.
"I am apposed to the principle of
hiring people on a sessonat ba
Not to give someone a ari We're
trying to save taxpayers money."
the oommisnoner added
Ward said that other summer
workers, normally students who as-
sist the department in a number
of other jobs, were not included in
the seasonal worker category and
would be hired as usual He said
about 200 summer employes would
be hired this year
GI'llNER SIDELINED
PHILADELPHIA cri Organ-
biers of the Penn Relays received
word from New York University to-
day that shotputter Gary Oubner
will be unable to defend his title
and will be sidelined three weeks
berlitne of ripped muscle firers in
his right elbow
----- —
HONORARY !KLAIBER
LONDON toe - Prime Minister
Sir Mee Douglas Home was mode
an honorary member of the Lord's
Taverner' Thursday and heard Tav-
erner President John Snagae praise
him as follows
In all cer history, he Si the first
prime minister who has ever play-
ed first-dam cricket
•
r
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I4 Murray Lumber
 Co., Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
104 East Maple St Tel, 753-3161
EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
1.1.1=111111111111=111111.1.1111111.111111,
Bucys
Building
Supply
623 S. 4th Street
- Phone 753-5712
OR FINE °INISHES
AZROCR VINA-LUX
FLOOR TILE
10 Patterns In Steck
Can deliver over 40 patterns
twice each week.
'61 OLOSAIOBILE Jct.:tar 88 4-Door Sed.
DcoblP ;icy:yr, on!" 3,000 miles. Save,
save gavel
'61 MERCURY 4-Door Sethin. Double pow-
er, Gne owner, low mileage.
'60 PONTIA(' 4-Dr. Se lan. 1 owner, local.
'59 FORD 2-Door. V- 8. sta Iola rd
'58 OLDSMOBILE 4-Door Sedan. Double
power A cream puff.
'58 FORD 4-floor.
'58 CHEVROLET 4-Door.
'57 CHEVROLET 2-1/oor. 6-cyl.. auto.
'57 011..”SMOI4ILE 1-itunr. Dout:e po
wer.
'57 OLDSMaPILE C invertible.
'57 roan 4-Door •-•"4ttn.
'55 OLDSMOBILE "-Door RardtoO.
SKID ROW SPECIALS!!
• '55 PONTIAC
• '55 DODGE
• '56 CHEVROLET
'64 STUDEBAr:Eil Conon:fader 4-Dr. Sial
Like new.
'63 COMET 4-Door Sedan. Lot: of extra.,
and low in price.
'61 SKODA Convettitie.
Jr.ORY.1111 2-notr. 3 S!:eed.
'5• •I 1' '"S "R •••-an, (Wei :,r1ve
'54 curram ET * n-nr, V 3 standard
'53 CHRYSLER 4-Dr. Sed. P.aible
 power.
:357 1,911CcOnLlii_ wieoCalprl 1.1113Ordutobilei. power.
'57 i,o':tDeSr 10,1111.E 1-Door Hardtop. 
Doubletw
'57 pl,VAI•lcTII 4z•Itier Hardtop.
'55 CHErt01 T. V 3. standard.
$150. AND UNDER!!
• '53 CADILLAC
• '57 PLYMOUTH
SAVE! SAVE' RAVE'
SOME 1964 DEMONSTRATORS AT _ _
S1,000 OFF
See A C SANDERS - WELLS 
PURDOM. JR or BENNIE J
ACKSON
— A NICE SEI.E('TION OF NEW
 CARS. WITH AIR AND 
WITHOUT --
SANDERS-PURDOM MOTOR SALES
CADILLAC - OLDSMOBILE - PONTIAC
1406 Main Street MURRAY,
 KENTUCKY Phone 
PL 1 5,115
"mr.sarst-tosurWrwsmi"."- 
•
4
CONGRATULATIONS
to the
PEOPLE of MURRAY and
CALLO WAY COUNTY
On Their Beautiful New
HOSPITAL
BANK of MURRAY
THE [RIEN1111 HANK
Downtown Branch
Fifth & Poplar
Main Office
Fourth & Main
.1
•
•
•
•
•
a
•
24 1984
Inc.
HA I
1AL
MEW
IES
•erus
Dr. Std.
if extra:,
idard.
!lower
i. Double
10 OFF
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Speed Of Fish
Is Clocked
By Scientists
By DFLOS SMITH
UPI Science Editor
NFW YORK Tel - Not even fish
scientists. much less fishermen, have
been sure of how fast a fish can
swim when It is really trying.
The first precise measuremems
of fish swimming speeds are now
in. They "clocked" the yellcrivfin
tuna and the %yahoo hitting it up
at speeds of better than 45 miles .
an hour,
Both are oceanic game fish, and !
are related mackerels. Both have
a reputation for speed; with sci-
entists as well as fishermen. but no
one had teally believed they could
do that well,
Theory Attacked
Heretofore all maximum fish
speeds have been estimates, and
the estimates %%filch credited any
fish with a speed capability of More
than 21 miles an hour or so have
recently come under scientific at-
tack.
These attacks were mathematical-
ly based. They argued that fish
couldn't manage the perfect stream-
line flow nor produce the enormous
HONEYMOONERS—Princess Doan Na Champac
ak (nee Bar-
bara Hutton) and her seventh husband, Pie
rre R. Chao
Doan, 48, honeymoon at the Kahala Hilton Ho
tel in Horsy-
lulu. They wed in Mexico. The bridegroom i
s a Laotian-
Vietnamese prince and a French nationaL 
(Cable-photo)
'
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power such a speed capability would
require,
Dr. Vladimir Walters of the Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles,
opposed this argument on theoret-
ical grounds. He reasoned the mu
s-
cular structure and thin bodies of
large mackerels should permit .them
to do better than 27 miles an hour.
To convert theory into fact he
and his associate, Harry L. Fier-
stine, fished for tuna and %yahoo
from a skiff off the Costa Rica
coast, To measure fish swimming
speeds precisely they had a com-
plex fish speedometer.
'Recorded on Tape
At the end of a casting rod was
an insulated box in which was
established a defined magnetic field.
The fishing lines were marked with
powdeied iron at measured inter-
vals. As the lines passed through
the box, the iron disturbed the
magnetic field and the rate of dis-
turbances—which were recorded on
tape—marked fi4i speed,
In their laboratory the scientists
pot their tape recording, through
an instrument which correlated
magnetic field disturbances a 1 - h
the rime intervals in which they
• occurred.
That gave them the maximum
speeds attained by the fleeing hook,
ed fish, Of three enthooes, one hit
a speed of almost 48 miles an hour
Out of five yellovrfin tuna, one
re tithed approximately 46 miles an
hour The lowest speeds recorded
were 27 miles per hour for salsa)
and 12 mules per hour for tuna
------- - —
i
MUSCUUR
g DYSTROPHY 
IN JAPAN, THEY 110VI—Tha 
Japanese freighter Yamash
ita Marti (left) and the 
Philip-
pines freighter Duna Nail 
ars wedged together on 
a • bowing" meeting in 
fog off Tuba.
‘, Japan. both stayed 
afloat. and none of the 
44 aboard the Japanese 
vessel or the 54 ahem, d
the Philippines vessel 
were tnjured
Mutilation
Of Antiques
Is Deplored
By GAY PAt'LEY
United Press International
NEW YORK 1111 —The American's
approach to an antique is: Now that
we've found it, let's see how else
we can use it.
This desire to make an antique
serve other than its original purpose
Is a persistent one with American
collectors, says Mrs. Paltrier Weber,
ad authority on kitchen antiquity.
The result, she continues, is motile-
tan of many valuable I urnishings.
-We'rr great for style in this
country We went to have beautiful.
things slid use the things in them."'
she says
Mrs Weber is all for antiques
being used — "They've already lasts
- -
'1-1111#1111•1111.mulf 
CONGRATULATIONS
the
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
Ott;ns.
We are proud to have supplied the ready mi
x and con-
crete blocks for the new hospital of Murray and 
Callo-
way County.
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
East Main St. Murray, Ky. Phone 753-3
540
1
is
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ecl for centuries," she said, -so
they'll last our lifetime" But she
does hold that some antiques are
so rare anti beautiful they should
not be alerted to modern whim.
She picked up from a table in
her shop a beautifully ornamented
curfew--a half hood in brass which
she .irAlei most antiq 18.111i believe
was used in old - to cover
fir:place soda's ight to keep
them alive for starting a new blaze
in the morning.
"It's a very rare item,- she said.
"It's of Dutch origin but I found
it in England. At the last antiques
show 1 ass in, a prominent decor-at:-
or picked it up, turned it upside
down asainst a wall and said, -What
a DIVINE planter'."
Mrs. Weber puts antique callectors
into three general classes, There
are those who collect for decor —
who come to her for instance for
early brass saucepans and skimmers
to hang strictly as kitchen orna-
ments, There are those who both
display and use what they collect!
- ancient bread boards of mahog-
any used as wall hangings, but.
coining down to serve as trays for
hors d'oeuvres at party time; Of,
antique meet forks for decoration
until barbecue time when they go
Ii) work.
Then there are the collectors for
collecting's sake who are interested
prinianly,,in the history of an item
and how many varieties they can
find.
She listed among their numbers
collectors of ladles, mortars and
pestles. coffee mills, pepper mills,
teapots, coffee pots. corkscrew's, but-
ter molds, canisters, miniature
chests. woodcii cookie molds, copper
kettles.
LOOK TO "HALF ROYAL" WED
DING—Spanish Prince Carlos
Hugo De Bourbon-Parma gazes affectionately
 at Princess
Irene of the Netherlands as they talk to rep
orters in his
sister's apartment in Paris. Their Roman Cath
olic wedding
is scheduled for April 29 In Rome, Queen
 Juliana said no
member of the Netherlands royal family woul
d attend, and
the prince accuses the Dutch government o
f trying to sabo-
tage the nuptials. 
(Cablephoto)
THE HOSPITAL COMMISSION and ADMINISTRATOR
of the
MURRAY- CALLOWAY
COUNTY HOSPITAL
Invite You To Visit The
OPEN HOUSE
1:00 to 5:00 P.M. SATURDAY, APRIL 25th
and the
DEDICATION . . . 2:00 P.M. SUNDAY, APRIL 26th
Free Refreshments For All
I.
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Tokyo Is The Largest City In The World, The
Noisiest, And It May Be Called The Ugliest
EDITORE NCYIE: What makes
a city great—other than its skie
alone? United Pries Intercoraonat
has asked dm question of veteran
correspondents in 15 of the major
cities of the world.
it, EARNEST HOBERECN1T
tatted Frees geternateleal
TOKYO BPI — Tokyo is the big-
gtol city i the world It is the
:easiest It ufty.be the ugliest
WIlth a pamilatilon of almost 11
million. Tokyo le blame to more peo-
ple ahan initellet the subcontinent
of Austrelia.
So chaotic is its traffic that at
mime major intersecuons big yellow
flags are *Acted to boxes fur peil-
estriane They make their way a-
cross the sex eets with banners held
high in sign of surrender to taxi
drivers—mom of whom are reputed
to be old kamikaze pilots
Tokyo ts hot only a city or a
say of life. It is a game. Few
streets have 111111:1165. Home num-
bers are of little help because the!.
signify the order ui which they
were built not their position. No.
1 may be followed by No. 12 which
Is Dint to No, 4.
Tokyo has mum that travel 100
p. h. It le a city of drivtng
bustnemmen with branch offices
In every principal city of the world.
Right now it is preparing for the
October Ohoopic Games and a pace
which might ordinarily be called
frantic has escalated to hysteric.
Had you seen Tokyo with your
own eyes--as I did—in August of
MM. you would not have believed
the city could rise again I had talk-
ed a Navy polo( into flying me
ashore tram an American aircraft
carrier and landed in Japan two
days ahead of the kite Gen Douglas
MacArthur
Metro was a city of ashes It had
been 70 per cent destrywed by fire
bombs
Maims lose Homes
Three rndhon or the city's then
5 million residents had lost their
hornee -770.000 houses .n all More
loan 100.090 were dead. Survivors,
b% Mg in bornb shelters. listened
dazedly to tiroadcasts announcing
the defeat of imperial Japan. They
Ante er Beat Batury-r.d Lett Bares Beds, 
Waage
Every oxirtanan wiL find this very power
ful apatiight,imqsrs.. Bat-
ed at 40000 candle power, the Sealed besot
 Kett le an-rubber enameled.
oomplevely waterproof and rustproof' It nowill! MN be toe
d in or seder
the water' Fishermen loser it inte the water
 to attract fudi at. night Has
iniercheneeable connection for car Oehler or auto or boat ba
ttery Light Is
• across Includes spilt-light with extensio
n oord. battery clips. lighter
soiket adapter • Free, your LWOW ell•Ullitd on plate attac
hed to huhu
811.ect1Y 6 or 12 volt model_ Protpaid.
 SAS
VL1ULINE
3211 Merry as. Ihrbere. Toureme
I crawled out to see the enortruty
of the damage to their city,
And therein lies the answer to
I why Tokyo is one of the great cities
' of the world. It lie's in the resiliency
of the Japanese people.
Unfortunately. reconatruotion _-
not properly supervieed. W In t 1 e
there were many wonderful plans
for the -new Tokyo.- most of the
rebuilt:hog wa, done right on the
°id foundations Hur.dred.s of wind-
ing, tinv lanes survived_ Modern
office buildings are nesUed up
' against 300-year-old struct urea.
Its great problem a growth, The
popubition increases an average ot
31i 000 every month A government
oornrnission has estimated that the
population of Tokyo and its stir-
urbs aiil total 28 nuilion by Iff76.
It is a drab city. full of dull wood
and not mutt paint. But :t is a
city of noon and. at night when
the advertiong signs come to life.
it takes on a gay appearance Even
lOteal Toicraites admmit timer town
Moka a lot better at night when
you caret see it quite so well
Rehire After War
Tokyo has a strange fascination
for the visitor who takes the time
to get off the beaten path. At the
end of World War II. the old
Japanese hands--many of whom did
a lot of complaining in the pre-
war years-- were the first to re-
turn There are about 9.000 foreign-
ers hying in 7blryo today. far more
than in any „ober Asian city.
When you. a Westerner. invite
another foreigner to yoor house you
either draw a map or you give him
a map that hes been printed es-
pecially for this purpose with the
directions a ntten in Japanese so
he can show it to police and passers-
by for further guidance.
Even with a map you are not sure
to reach Your destination Tokyo
grew without a plan. Actually, it
is a series of kttle towns. with the
, fanner country lanes and paths
itult• try:rig to handle Oil traffic a
a giant metropolis.
Consequently. the streets have no
relation to the polnts at the com-
pass. One itreet croeses treat( three
Ones The traffic congestion is
anteething to behold Visitors in-
variably as 'hey have heard about
Tokyo's traffic but they are never
prepared fer a hat the'. fowl
I The chrome is no great surer -
Lou flare is almom no snow in
the winter and the temperature sel-
dom drops below the framing Meek
In the summer the mercury geta-up
around 90 but the huneelity—onatin
0./X1 gUliN1101--PrEMUCialY *WS •
kiw of 32 seems much colder then
freesias in Muuleapolis and a nigh
of 88 6eierns a lot butter than Chi-
cago.
Food No Attraction
Most tourists would agree that
food is DOI one of the things that
makes Tter.yo a great M.
First of all, you have to eat it
Meting crass-legged on the floor
with your shoes off, Foreigners have
MiTioulty getting down on the floor
gracetuily—and even greater diffi-
culty getting iip.
The food consists mainly of soups
and seafood Much of the fish is
raw and this includes squid and
octuopus. You must- -well, you
should—eat with choptiticka. Fore
ignore usimlly find it hard to peak
up food with the two wooden axes
the /Ira time they use than. How-
ever, it doesn't Owe long to get the
knack.
What, then, is the great attrac-
tion of Tokyo What makes Tokyo
a great city? It certainly is not
beautiful It is overcrowded. There
are too many people too maul
cars, too much of everything. Every-
one complains about Tokyo, even
those who were tom here and have
lived here all their Ives. What is
it ?
Why it is the people of Tokyo,
coP KIU.Elt GUNS—Dr. Larry
Howard (left) and Paul Be-
rens of the Georgia Crime
Laboratory In Atlanta in-
spect two .38a found at scene
of the murder of three Gain-
nett County policemen. The
gins belonged to the mur-
dered policemen and were
Mad to kill them.
JUST RECEIVED
Another Load of
Evergreens
Large Balled and Burlapped
• GLOBE ARBORVITAE
• IRISH JUNIPERS
• SPREADING JUMPERS
• BOX WOOD
• HOLLY . . . AND OTHERS
only Mr each
Shirley Florist
SOO North 4th Street
*seer
READ THE LEDHER'N laASSIIIE08
 sais-s -aw
This big beautiful Chrysler
is priced less than
$7 a month more than you'd pay
for a Ford or Chevrolet*
We're comparing prices on a Chrysler
 Newport, Ford
Galaxie 500, and Chevy Impala All 4-do
or sedans. All
comparably equipped. The difference is les
s than $7
a month!
We're talking about a beautiful big, 
18-foot, 2-ton
Chrysler. With a 361-cubic-inch V-8 
engine. Power
steering. Power brakes. Automatic tran
smission. Radio.
Heater. The works!
Come in. We'll quote you a price you'll g
o for. And
subtract a big bundle for your car to boot.
•Psyweets bawd as swoutacturer's 
suggested mead wsw 1/3 doss. le weertie ea
r.
MINIUM Lacludwg deeusstioa duress,
 Kate mad local tALMOS. OMMININFt d11110111110C•
SEE YOUR CHRYSLER DEALER—THE
BEST OF THE BIG CAR MEN
wri•cowso swum 0 MUM
TAYLOR MOTORS inc.
103 South 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
•
ge•
•
4011
MP
Mk
THIS NEW MODERN HOSPITAL IS
I I FATED and Al R-CONDITIONED
by ECONOMICAL - EFFICIENT - QUIET
Natural Gas
Murray Natural Gas System
City Hall Building Murra‘, Kentucky
Phone 753-5626
Congratulations
Murray - Calloway
County Hospital
On This Fine and llodern
Medical Fara For Our People
Bernard C. Harvey, Administrator of the Murray -Calloway County Hospita
l, stands by one of two
bilge boilers which fiirnish heat to the hospital. Both are natural gas fired boilers.
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Television Schedule )
Channel 5- WLAC-TV
CBS
Week of ,April 25—May 1
Daily Monday through Friday
5 45 Farm News
6 00 Country Junction
7 45 Morning News
es 7 55 Morning Weather
8 00 Trimmer Vue
S15 Captain Kangaroo
900 TV Bingo
9 30 I Love Lucy
1000 The McCoys
10 30 Pete and Gladys
11 00 Love of Life
11 25 Robert Troutt News
11 30 Search For Tomorrow
11 45 The Guiding Light
12 00 The Wneki at Noon
III1206. Old Time Singing convention
12 30 As The World Turns
1 00 Password
1 30 House Party
2 00 To Tell the Truth
325 Doug Edwards News
2 30 Edge of Night
3 00 The Secret Storm
3 30 Popeye and Friends
400 Big Show
5 30 CBS Evening News
Saturday, April 25
6 30 Sunrise Semester
7 00 Eddie Hill Variety Show
8 00 Alvin Show
8 30 Tennessee Tuxedo
9 00 Quick Draw McGraw
9 30 Mighty Mouse
MOO Rin Tin Tin
10.30 Roy Rogers
11:00 Sky King
11:30 Popeye
1116 Afternoon Movie
le 12:46 Baseball Preview
1.2•56 Sat Game of the Week
3:30 Scatch-Match Bowling
430 Campus Profile
500 Mr Ed
530 Woodr "N Waters
6 00 Newsbeat
610 Radar Weather
6 - 16 BM Wade Show
6 30 Jackie Gleason Show
7 30 The Defenders
8:34 Phil Slivers
9 00 Gurismoke
10 00 Satinclay Night News
10 15 Radar Weather
10 30 Today In Sports
10 30 Flans of the 50's
6:00
7:00
7:46
9:00
• 1010
10:30
11:00
11'15
11'25
200
230
4
V
elanday, April 111
Sunrise Semester
Singing Time in Dixie
Children's Bible Stories
Little Country Church
Heaven's Jubilee
Camera Three
Word of Life
Pone's,
Baseball Preview
Sunday (lame of Week
TAC
Hollywood Spectacular
400 ft:Wald:WI'
4 300 Amateur Hour
6 00 Twentieth Century
5 30 Death Valley Days
6 00 Lamle
6 DO My Favorite Mistier'
7 00 Ed Sullivan
8 00 The Cedebrity Game
30 Made in America
9 00 Candid Owners
9 90 What's Ma Line
10 00 Sunday News
10 15 Ask The Mayor
10 30 &Onion Dollar Movie
Monday, April 27
6:00 Newebeat,
6 - 15 Radar Weather
1 20 Today In Sport*
6 30 To Tell The Truth
700 I've Got A Seceet
7 30 The Lucy Elbow
8 00 Danny Thome, Show
8 30 Andy Griffith Show
9 00 Ewe Side West Side
10.00 Big News
10- 16 Radar Weather
10.30 Today In Sports
10•30 Mil5on Dollar Movie
111 Tuesday, April 111
100 Newsbeat
616 Radar Weather
3•20 Today In Sports
6 30 Marshall Mon
700 Red Skeleton
8:00 Petticoat Junction
8:30 Jack Benny
9:00 Garry Moore Show
10:00 Big New.
10:15 Radar Weather
.930 Today In Sports
• /e:25 Million Dollar
 Movie
Wednesday, April 29
6:00 Newest
6:16 Radar Weather
6*20 Today In Eltiorts
6 30 CBS Reports
7:00 WLAC-TV Reports
7:30 Dobie Gulls
6:00 Heyde, Hillbilkes
530 Dick Van Dyte
9:00 Danny Kaye
1000 Tlig News
10:16 Radar Weather
1070 Today In Sports
10:25 Million Dollar Movie
Thureday, April 30
6:00 Spence's&
6:15 Radar Weather
11:20 Today In Sports
1:30 Peeple Are Funny
7:00 Rawhide
600 Perry Mason
9:00 The Nurses
• 10:00 Big News
10:15 Radar Weather
1020 Today In Sports
10:30 Films of the 50's
Friday, May 1
600 Newsbeaa
6:10 Radar Weather
•
6:20 Today In Sports
6:30 Great Adventure
7:30 Route 86
830 Penlight Zone
9:00 Alfred Hitchcock
10:00 Bitz News
10:15 Radar Weather
10:20 Today In Sports
10:25 Films of the 50's
Channel 8- WSIX-TV
ABC
Week of April 25—may r -
Daily Monday through Friday
6•45 News, Weather, l'imetable
Five Golden Minutes
7:15 Jake flees and the Imperials
815 Capin Crooks Crew
8:25 Morning Weather
8:30 Caten Crook's Crew
900 Romper Room
930 Price is Right
10:00 Get The Message
10:30 Missing Links
11:00 Pother Knows Best
11:30 Tennessee Ernie Ford
1200 Company Calling
1:00 Ann Sothern
1:30 Day In Court
145 News For Women
2.00 General Hospital
: 30 Queen For A Day
3:00 Trailmaster
400 Superman
4 : 30 Mickey Mouse Club
5:30 BI-Ftlte News
5:40 Weatherscope
6:45 Ron Cochran with the News
6:00 The Rifleman
10:00 Seascape
10 15 ABC News
10.25 &eve Allen Show
11.30 Five Golden Minutes
elaturday, April 25
7.46 News—Weather
7 56 Ray Massey Reads the BIldie
8 00 Farmer's Almanac
8 30 Cap'n Crooks Crew
9.30 Magic Land of Alaakamam
1000 Cartoonies
10 30 Beanny and Cecil
1100 Bugs Bunny
11 .30 American Bandstand
12.30 Teen Revue
1.00 Speedway Internatioral
130 Western Theatre
2 30 Pioneers
3 00 Top Star Bowling
4 00 Wide World of sports
5.30 All-Egar Wrestling
6:30 Hootenanny
7 30 Lawrence Welk
8•30 Saturday Nile at Hollywood
Palace
9.30 Wyatt Earp
10 00 Saturday COLOR Movie
Sunday, April 28
8 05 News, Weather
$.10 Raymond Massey Reads the
Bible
8 16 Cartoons
8 30 Chapel &nein( Caravan
9 30 Morning Movie
11 30 The Christopher+
12 00 Orel Roberts
12 30 lames arid Answers
1:00 Discovery
1:30 Ctawnsalondep Bridge
2:10 Nye On The Issues
2:30 Know Your Bible
3:00 Casswoom Quiz Busters
3:30 Our Ekihoole Have Kept Us
Tree
4:00 Trallmaster
5:00 Speedway International
530 Miriade Mx
630 Empire •
7 30 Arrest and Trial
9 00 'the Outlaws
10:00 News Scope
10 15 ABC News Report
10.46 Changing Times
11 .00 Chsenpioruthip Flatting
Monday, April 27
5:00 Huckleberry Hound
6:30 Outer laming
7 : 80 W sg on Train
9 00 Breaking Point
II 00 News Howe
11:16 ABC News
11:30 Men Into space
Tuesday. April El
8:00 Sea Hunt
6:00 Obrnbat
7•30 McHale's Navy
8 00 Greatest Show on Earth
9 00 The. Fugitive
Wedneeday, April 39
500 Yost Bear
6:30 Orsie and Harriet
7:00 Patty Duke Show
7:30 Farmers Daughter
11:00 Ben Casey
9:00 Sunset Strip
Thuursday, April 30
5:00 Magill& Gorilla
6:30 The Plintstones
7:00 Donna Reed
7:30 My Three Sons
8:00 Ensign OToole
6:30 Jimmy Dean Show
9:30 Wanted: Dead or Piave
Friday, May 1
5-00 Woody Wood Pecker
8:30 Dettry
7:30 Dunce's Law
5:30 Price Right
9:00 Wide Country
1S:00
10:30
11:00
11 110
11:58
12:00
12:15
1230
1:00
1:25
Channel 6- WPSD-TV
NBC
Week of April 25—May 1
Daily Monday through Friday
7:00 Today Show
9:00 Say When
9:26 NBC Morning Report
9:30 Word for Word
1000 Concentration 1M. To. Th.
Fri
,Wed.i Church Service until
11*00
Missing Links
Your First Impression
Truth or ConsequenCee
NBC Day Report
News, Farm Markets
Psetor Speaks
Romper Room
People Will Talk
NBC News Report
1c30 The Doctors
2:00 Loretta Young (Thurs and
Fri.)
2:00 Another Worid iTues and
Wed.
2:30 You Don't Say
300 Match Game
3:25 NBC News Report
3:90 Make Room for Daddy
4:00 People Are Funny 'Mon. Wed.
Thurs. Teri
-4:00 Murray College, (Tufti)
4:30 Popeye. Mon-Tues -Wed.
Thurs.)
5:00 Amos and Andy, Mon Wed,
6:00 Ann Sothern (Tues., Wed.)
5:30 Huntley-Brinkley
6:00 News
8:06 Weather
6:10 Sports
Saturday, April 25
7:00 R. le D.-TV
7:30 Mee the Pence Poet
716 News
6:00 Popeee ,
6:30 Ruff and Reddy
9 :00 Hector Heathrote
9:30 Flreball
10:00 Dennis The Menace
10:30 Fury
11:00 Buthvinkle
11:30 Watch Mr Wizard
12:00 Tim Holt
1 : 00 Fie 6
130 Baseball
4:30 NBC Sports Special
4:00 Porter Waggoner Show
6:30 The lieutenant
7:30 Joey Bishop Show
8:00 Saturday Night at the Morel
10 -00 Saturday Report
10 16 Saturday Jamboree
10 45 Weekend at the Movies
Sunday, April M
8 30 Paclucah Devotion
9 15 Hamilton Brothers
9 30 Christopher'
9 46 Sacred Heart
10 00 This is the Life
10 30 The Answer
11 00 Popeye
11 30 Fr+mtere of Faith
12 00 Homentead U S A
12 30 Baseball
3- 311 Sunday
4.30
500
630
6:00
7:30
11:00
9(10
1000
10 15
6:30
810
9-00
10 00
10 15
10 45
6:30
7-DO
11 -00
900
i0:00
10 15
1010
10 45
o E College Bowl
Meet The Press
Biography
Bill Dana Show
Orindl
Bonanza
Shakespeare
News. Weather, Sports
Weekend at the Movies
I
Monday. April 27
Monday Night at The Movies
Hollywood and The Stara
Sing Along With Mach
News Picture
You Don't Say
Tonight Show
Tuesday, April 28
Mr Norsk
Battle Line
Richard Boone Show
Box ings !net Round
News Picture
Acoent
?SPA Program
Tonight Show
Wednesday, April 29
6 30 Virvian
800 Plepioneee
9:00 Eleventh Hour
1000 News Picture
1015 Biography
1045 Tonight Show
Thursday, April 30
6:30 Tempde Houston
7:30 Dr. Kndare
830 Hasel
9-00 Suepense 'Theatre
10 00 News Picture
10 • 15 Bat Ilasterann
10 45 Tonight Show
Friday, May 1
6 30Tnternational Showtkne
730 Bob Hope-TV Guide Awards
8-30 That Was the Week That Was
9 : 00 Jack Pear
.0:00 News Picture
10:15 M-Squad
10:40 'Relight Show
Kentucky Derby; Past, Present And Future
Of Boxing; Baseball And Repeats On TV
By JACK GAYER
United Press International
NEW YORK Upt — OBE will put
the Kentucky Derby on television
next Saturday.
NBC also will have a sports spec-
ial during the week—u document-
ary examining the past, present
and future if any of the boxing
game.
Highlight detaib Aprd 38-MaY
2:
Sunday
The guest on ABC's "Issues and
Answers" will be U. S. Sen Thomas
J. Dow, D-Conn.
The CBS major league baseball
game will be between the Chicago
Cubs and Philadelphia,
Baseball on NBC has Boston op-
posing the Chicago White Sox.
ABCS "Empire" repeat is "No-
body Die,, on Saturday.- A con-
victed murderer escapes from Pel-
son to seek revenge against the
foreman of the Garret Ranch.
Ed Sullivan's hour on CBS pre-
sents trumpeter Al Hirt, Metropol-
itan Opera soprano Roberta Peters,
the Kim Sisters from Korea. com-
edian Georgie Kaye and dancers
Peg Leg Bates and Conrad Buck-
ner.
NBC preempts -DuPont Show at
the Week to repeat its -Shake-
speare: Soul of an Age'' document-
ary.
Monday
NBC's 'Monday Night at the Mo-
vies" screens -Father of the Bride,"
starring Elizabeth Taylor, Spencer
Tracy and Joan Bennett.
-The Outer Limits" on AEC of-
fers "The Chameleon." a tale in
which a central intelligence opera-
tive impersonates a greature from
another planet.
The "East Side—West &de" story
on CBS is "Here Today." and it in-
volves newspaper rivalry and Con-
gressman Hanson's fight against
poverty.
Tuesday
SPACKEY SAYS.
13e sure
'11 fires are out
-cold! *biro
`4.17 14WigNal&-
ABC has another episode in Ea
World War II "Combat" series,
Singer Teen, Bennett, actress Vir-
ginia Grey and comedian Juba
Murrein he out on Red Skeitonii
CBS hour. The big !ketch hea
skelton's George Appleby t
ry-
ing to cope with his sorter-intim,
who n seeking a huaband
"Beanie's Last Round" is an NBC
one-hour special that pores t
he
question as to whether the spo
rt
should be. banned or given one l
ast
chance to mend its ways The An
dy
atilliame—s'Bell Telephone Hour"
time S preempted
"The Fugitive" on ABC pas into
the repeat groove with "Fear in a
Desert City" Working as a bar-
tender In a Tucson night club.
Kimble gets Involved with the
nib's entertainer, her son end 
her
mentally disturbed huaband,
Wateesday
The maser of France's Cha
rlet+
de Gaulle will be examined in 
the
"IMPROVEMENT" — Back
from South Viet Nam, Seers-
tery of State Dean Rusk
tells Washington reporters
that the situation there
•hows "steady improvement"
first two-part series -CBS Reports"
has devoted to one personality. The
fires section. is "De Gaulle: Roots
of Power." Second half next week.
NBC's -Espionage" repeats -The
Dragon Slayer," which dramatizes
an episode in the early revolution-
ary career of China's Sun Yat-sen.
"The Hong Kong Caller" is re-
peated on ABC's "77 Sunset Strip."
A letter from a dead man sends
Jeff Spencer to the Orient where
he gets involved with a war flier's
widow in a case featuring illegal
diamonds and abduction.
Thursday
The 'Temple Houston" repeat
0111 NBC is "Gallows in Galilee."
Houston faces heavy odde defend-
trig a young man charged with mur-
der in a town where the people are
prejudiced and a "hanging judge"
is presiding,
Dina Merrill is guest star in "In-
cident of the Gilded Goddess" for
"Rawhide" on CBS.
The drovers find a woman suit er-
ing from exposure who cla she
is on her way to loin her Army
offiser husband, but Rrtdy re-
cognizes her as a former operator
of a crocked gambling palace.
Guests on Jimmy Dean's ABC
hour will be singers Julius LaRosa
and Skeeter Davis, comedian
George Kirby and dog star Lassie,
This is the first of a series of re-
peats,
weitjelnehiaN illiftegelD"—A British soldier of the U.N.
peace force, captured by Greek Cypriots on Cyprus, holds
his hands high as he is searched in Kato Pyrgos, Seven
British soldiers were captured and held for three hours.
Friday tucky Derby will
stelhe Great Adventure" on CBS CBS.
stars Ricardo Pdontalhan as Jean "ABC'
s Wide Worn
Lantte in -The Pirate and the feature
s the Trenton
Patriot." It deals with LaFette's mobile race 
and interns
aid to Andrew Jackson in the bat- ure 
skating from South N. ..;
tie of New Orleans, Are
na, West Orange, N. J.
"The Infernal Triangle" is the "NBC S
ports Special" will ds.
fare on ABC's ••Destry." A bachelor, its half
 hour to highlights of • ...I
who would be 'happy to stay that round p
lay in golf's Tournameh.
way, fears he may succumb to a Cha
mpions in Las Vegas, '
rich girl and hires Destry to pre- NBC'
s "Saturday Night 5: so
vent this. Movi
e.," screens "The Seven ". n. •
George Peppard is star of "The Itch."
 starring Marilyn Munr
Game with Glass Pieces" for NBC's 
Tom Ewell.
"Chrysler Hour," An actor who A ti
mid bank clerk gains c sr-
can't seen to find employment re- age
 to live only when he Isellonsee.
fuses to face reality and go into he 
is about to die in the "G
some other line. 
=Joke" episode for CBS. •••
A 10-round middleweight contest
between Curtis Cokes and Stanley
Hayward is telecast on ABC's "Fight
of the Week."
Saturday
CBS baseballs-Washington- N. Y.
Yankees.
NBC baseball- -Ph iladelphia-M11-
waukee.
The 90th running of the
NOW YOU KNOW
By United Press International
Hummingbirds depend up..,
er nectars to Provide them
sugar to meet their demanin
ergy requirements, according
Ken- New York Zoological Socsen
LLOYD'S
DRIVE - IN
OPENING
THURSDAY
Located on Mayfield Highway
15c Hamburger
(LLOYD HORN - OWNER)
* All Kinds of Short Orders
* Cokes - Malts and Shakes
OPEN 5 (BREAKFAST SERVED) CLOSE 11:30 P
.'t
LLOYDS DRIVE- IN T
LOCATED NEAR HALE'S TRAILER COURT
YARD & GARDEN
1. SCOTTS GRASS SEED
2, PEAT MOSS'
3, LAWN FERTILIZER
4. SHOVELS - RAKES
5. WHEEL BARROW
6, YARD BROOMS
7, An:ALA FERTILIZER
8, CRAB GRASS KILLER
9, ROSE FOOD AND DUST
M. LONG HANDLE PRUNERS
STARKS HARDWARE
Congratulations
TO CALLOWAY COUNTY, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE MURRAY-GALLOWAY
COUNTY HOSPITAL AND ADMINISTRATOR BERNARD C. HARVEY
On The Opening of Your New Facility
Murray - Calloway
County Hospital
We are pleased to have had a part in this great county-wide effort.
N9shville Surgical Supply co.
191 I church Street Nashville, Tennessee
ta
- et'
•
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_ Lake
Is Noted In
Magazine
Frankfort - The Kentucky Lake
area of Western Kentucky is one
of eaght of America's most unforget-
table vaa•Uon locales explored in
depth m a coma:nit:knave special
report in the April issue of Redbook
magazine
Selected m coreideration of their
grandeur. ACCOSittnlity and the wide
range of nearby attraction. these
famous playgrounds were cbceen by
Redbook edstors bersuart they also
offer readers pleasure for the whole
family
Redbook has ttus to say about
Kentucky Lake.
"Kentucky lake is the giant of
the TVA system a monater with
approximately 2.300 miles of shore-
line along viduch we found some
notable full-facility parts - Ken-
tucky Dam. Village State Part. near
Gilbertaville, and Kentucky Lake
Park near Murray. Esserything is
available around this berastiful lake
-awimnung, felling, golf. Wont
ndirg. sasiusi--and rates here again
are ream) to himily-vaalitl013 bid-
One significent aspect of the
An
COO
rrembytrrtan Church
16th & Main streets
Henry McKenzie. Minister
Church SCi1001 9730 am.
Divine Worahlp 10-48 am.
Pliebyterlan YOrith Fel 5700 pm.
Westminster Fellowship for
lleiliege Students 6:90 p in.
Leese Greve
Church of the Naansese
Kidney, Ky.
Marlin Mayer. Minaine
Stinday SChool  10:00 am.
Morning Worship  11:00 am.
Sun_ Night Berrie*  7:00 pm.
Prayer Service I Wed 7:00 p.m.
Evening Service  7:00 pm.
Murray Lutheran Medea
Robertson Elementary Scheel
K. Fred • adittmana
BMW abed & Bible thus 9:30 p.m
Sunday morning worship 10:30 am.
Gowen Plain Clan& of Christ
TVA system is its accemlbtlity to James M. Yana Minister
centers of populatien - something
not true of all arms 01 AMITIOLI1 Sunday
 services
wonders Chsosgo. for exemple. is Evening s
ervices
Dam Village Mr-Munn usbout
only about 400 miles from Vied Brier Fin.dy
400 miles distant Knoxville. in the
mote( of Tennessee's lake section
is or* 500 miles from Waahineum.
DC Thai the TVA recreational area
earl conveniently serve a huge group
of pe•opk
In the article. -fiedimers 3991
Guide to Farm& Vacations.- authors
Wiliem and glen Hartley tell the
magazine a teavel-coneciota
adult- readers how to base the
-meet has in met ores - abother
for a swelend mat. • wet% slap.
• two *AM tow or a May put"
vacation Information on ire/Wpm-
to.tion and socommodation ratm is
- included and uric and local in-
format ion b „ream • n d agencies
- which orn supply more detailed
In? oruzetitri are ammereted.
Other areas singled out as ideal
" locations for a family vacauon in
- Use eight-rage Reboot article are eland"
 aelx°1  
9:10
Warship Hour  10 30 Uri.
- the regions centenne shout. Nee Mena Falicasehip Third Wednesday
York's Niagara Pans Raft Da-. CV/B Cab 100/4.. Mid 'needier
- kotal Mama lintonare with as
  10 00 am.
  7 00 p
7 00 p 01.
Ashore Chorea et Cleat
106 North 15th
Paid Heir" Minister
Bible Study _ _____ 9:SO
Ma-num wondap  10:10 am.
Evening worship  7:00 pin.
Mid-Week ..  7:00 p.a.
fiessentli Day Aeveatillt CMOS&
110i and Sywassare
Bra Jack Dania* raster
Sabi:lath School. Set. ____ 1:40
preaching Sea  2.90 p.a.
First Oulettasi Caere&
Witham IL Porter. pester
&AL
Great Saw rams. Yellowstone Ns-
- timed Pert in WYonunt Callfornio r Pleasant N alle
y Church Of Cheek
- Selma National Part The Genial
- 01111* an -a Anima and 1..:1a& The. 
Murray reseruswa Read
- Evened's. in Ronda and the brae Don Ouster. abeam.
- and resort country of the Orem!
Laken states Bonk Study 
10 00 an.
• The Redhook article dummies the Preece:us 
on first and third illunday
aurib.ses of many spruftr resorts at 11 OD am.
and kr Ages in several of these vaca- livening sarvere
tionland areas at 6 30
 pm
•
• COOKOUT CHAMP-Dr. Gall
Erbeck of Mason, 0.. kisses
his wife In Honolulu after
being chosen winner or the
annual Kaiser Cookout. with
• 510.000 grand prise. Dr.
• Erbeck's goodie was L.
Pork Ambrosia.- It eentidne
'such ingredients as baby
food, garlic. and ginger ale.
LH cooked Into a five-pound
)ork roast. (Cablepliotor
A90.1" 1.row •••••• ....o.i .....rare$500 GUARANTEE,
Tarsib
SCIENTIFIC paar
CONTROL
All Work mad Service
Performed by
TERMINIX COMPANY
For Information Only Call
Murray Lumbar Co.
Murray, Ky. 111141161
each preaching day
Now Prewidence Chart* of Claret
netsB.Jfisd. wilmadir
Samar Mtge goody __ 16/6 arm
Wirral-4 Worship 11 00 am.
Training caeca _—___ 630 pm.
Zverang grantee   1.00 pm
Wed Baba Study _  4.30 pm.
Spriest Cloak 411bardi
Bra Dail Orem pear
Sonde, Salmi  19.00 
am.
Morning Wardle  11:00 a.m.
Illeentng warship  7/0 pm.
Wed. Night ....... 7.0o p m.
Tram. Union  6.30 pm.
First Christian (March
ill N. Fifth St.
BMW fictua 930 •
 m
10 30 a !T;
.;IL p:.
5 30 p
Wentz. Hour
Keening Service
Chi Rho Peilowatup
CYP Feilowship 5 00 p
inv-eqment in Our future
IL1L Li
;•;i
••••••X
•-••%%•••
• • %
•
*44116,,
s‘i
5.
•
'Faritiert yow tram Is, 611 1W pm bee As'
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
II 
A man 
made this 
beautiful little 
waterfall and 
improved his p
art ot a
little stream 
that ran by 
his house.
Another man on 
another stream 
threw trash in 
the water an
d let weeds
grow up 
around it so 
that the 
beauty of the 
creek was 
obscured.
Man fashions 
many things 
out of that 
which God has 
created. Beauty
or ugliness 
can result 
from our 
decisions as to 
what we vvill 
do with 
divine
raw 
materials. 
Dedication to God 
and the 
desire to 
emulate Him 
usually
makes the 
difference in wh
at we do 
with what 
God has 
provided.
Let God find 
you in 1-lis 
church
... ..
"rt
• ••••:::::•:•:•:•:•::::•:•:•:•:•• •
.40411oriM7i.
ser
Norman Culpepper, Paster
Sunday School  10'00 am.
Morning Worltip  11:00 am.
.:1:::::; 
Training Union  
0:30 p.m.
11:X 
Evening WorigitP  7:30 p.m.
AC* 
Wedneectiy night  7:00 p.m.
e0
• •••:•::•:•:•:,-::•:•_k
'
• • . ......
The Churdi k God's appointed cogency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of kis love
for man mid of His dernand for maw to respond
to that iove by loving tin neighbor. Without
this grounding is the love of Gad, no govern-
merit or sodety or wry of Ble will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will neevitahly perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support
the Church ter the sok, of the welfare of him-
self and his family. Beyond that, however,
every person stioutd uphold and participate in pi
0 the Chunb because it tells the truth aboutman's life, death and derttnr, the truth which
alone will set him free to Bye as a &id ta
GINH4gottiommiriazzalez_41
This church page is being sponsored by the followin
g business firms and interested persons • • •
South.vtde Shopping Certer
BELK'S of MURRAY
West Side Square
TV SERVICE CENTER
maw of Curtis-Math lees Tevisions
312 N. 4th St Phone 
753-5865
MARY LOU'S LADIES
SPECIALTY SHOP
WARD & ELKINS
acii Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
South Side Square
STATE FARM INSURANCE
Clyde Roberts and Gene Cathey
Laberty Cumberland
Presbyterbus Chore&
Richard Denton, pester
Chirch Service, flea arid third Sun-
at 11:00 am.
Sunday School every Sunday id
10:00 ana.
First Methodist Church
Fifth and Melds alresta
Rev. Lloyd W. Bensiers Wier
Church School  9:45 ILIA.
Morning wand*
Jr & Sr Fellowship
Evening Worship
Methodist men meet each Third
Wedneeday at 6:20 pm.
  10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
 7:00 p.m.
Coldwater Chard' et he
t'aInson t7reeher, 1111111tAer
Bible Study  11100 alb
Preset**  11:90
Wed. Bibb Study  7:40 p.m.
North Pleasant Greets
Cumberland Presbyterian tiburch
Rev Cecil Burnett. pastor
Sunday School   10:00 am.
Morning Worship  1110 am
Young people ..... 6:00 p •
Evening Worship  7:00 p.m.
Jebovels's WItsieene
Nell W. Lucas, egainter
167 North Fossil St.
Bible lecture Sam 111) pm.
Watchtower stingy COO pin.
Bible Stody Tues.  6r00 p.m.
Ministry tichoot 111101s. It30 prri
Service Meeting Thurs. — IMO pro, •
It isent. eplimpal Cliarib
1620 111Ma 114.
Worship Serv. Sum . 11:16 san.
11,113 Oorismanton wcond Sunday,
Qat& 753-011 he isitermation.
Ossiet litetbediet ChM\
Jelin W. Archer, Paster
First and Third Sunders.
su.alay School
Worship Sew-vies .....
Strom! and Fnurtis aglow.
tiiiiiciay Scampi 10-14
Methodist You* 141111141111.
Worship Sarno.  1:04
 10-no
10-ot
Lynn Grove Methodist (literal
John W Archer Paeans
First and Third Sundays
Woruhip Somme 9 4!
Staiday School 16 1..;
Second and Fourth Beigase
Sunday School
Worsts* Service
-
10 00
Li 00
tale's Camp Gram!
Metballia Mona
Rev. Leery Beastneet Peeler
First Estreihr.
suridin &hoot
Second Sunday:
Sunday School
Worship Beryls e
Third Sunday.
Sunday School
Fourth Staidly.
Warship Service . 9 16 am
Sunflay iooI.. 10.46 a m.
10 00 am.
10 OD am
11 00 am
10.00 a in.
M Y F Sunday 700pm.
210 Si 4th &Ander'',
ROLLER RINK
Bee Guthrie, Manager
North Eighteenth Street
RAY T. BROACH
isrm Bureau Insurance 
Agent
BLALOCK-COLEMAN
FUNERAL HOME
Phone 753-6800 Murray
FIVE POINTS
- oMplete Home 
Furnishing ('enter 
WELDING SERVICE
Mayfield Highway Photie 753-452
9
CRASS FURNITURE CO.
Fine Furniture - Carpets - Dra
pes
CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N
Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Ind,i•trial Road
FITTS BOC
-MI
E. Main St Phone 753-3540
FREED COTHAM COMPANY
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air-Conditioning
" M ,;,', Phone 753-4832
MELUGIN,OUTBOARD`MtiNE
.7th k Ira; Street Pl1re453-
INTERSTATE BATTERIES
RubM James, Distributor
E. Main Street Phone 753-1862
I (DWELL PAINT Ar Benjawn A.
and Floor Covering MOorepainar
1210 W Main Phone 753-3080
MURRAY AUTO SALVAGE
New and Used Parts
Highway 641-8 Phcrne 753-1596
Roberts Reality
Phone 753-1651 505 W Main Nitc 753-3924
STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO.
Massey-Ferguson Saks & Service
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
COLLEGIATE RESTAURANT
Sil Adams, Manager
l413 Main Street Phone 753-9218
DWAIN'S STANDARD STATION
5w4 s 12th Pie 753-9226
MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
Complete Machine Shop
Seri Aril •"""
605 Maple St Ph. 753-4424
•••
PARKER POPCORN CO.
Murray, Ky Phone 753-4852
GULF OIL PRODUCTS
Nate Reals, Distributor
•
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FRIDAY — APRIL 24, 1984
• Over The County
Agent's Desk
by S. V. Foy
West Kentudcy Bull Sale averages
11308 per head The third annual
performance-test bull Dale at the
West Kentucky Experiment Sub-
station averaged $308.50 for 50 bulls
of five beet breeds, it was reported
'beds week.
The Kentucky Ctittlemen'a As-
was the sale sponsor An-
tral& sold were those that had been
through the univeraxy of Ken-
tucicy beef bull performance teat
and which had met or exceeded the
•1
sale requirements of 2.10 pounds
per day of age and choice oonfor-
rnation, alter a 160-day reed test.
Top indexers (performance in
test) were as follows:
ANGUS: Consigned by L. G.
Kaye, Louisville. This bull weighed
1.0111 pounds at 320 days of age,
gained 2.73 pounds a day on the
test, typed high choice, and sold
for $700.
HEREFORD: Consigned by Brook.
view Panns, Pine Grove 'This dull
weighed 888 pounds at 360 days of
age, gamed 2 213 pounds a day, typed
low fancy and sold for $500. Brook-
view also consigned the highest-
seihng Hereford for $730•
POLLED HEREFORD:
ad by Cecil Cornelius, HOnkitaleille
This bull weighed 1,140 pounds at
379 days of age, gained 2.68 pounds
a day, typed low choice and sold
for $560. Top-selling Polled Here-
ford MIS consigned by Myrtlewood
Flinn for $785.
SHORTHORN: Consigned by Aeh-
bonnie F.artna, LeA3range. This bull
weighed 964 pounds at 406 days of
age, gained 2.17 pounds a day, typ-
ed high choke and sold for $360.
CHAROLAIS: Consigned by Cecil
Ettungkin, Wilmore. This bull
weashed 1,000 pounds at 351 days
of age, gained 2.70 pounds a day,
typed middle good and gold for
NI IN nine wow CiOnitS,--Tha astronauts for the first Gemini spac
e flight a few months
away stand in their "work clothes- at Houston, Tex. Fro
m left. John W. Young, 33, and
Virgil Grissom. 38, the prime team, and the backup tea
m, Walter Schirra and Thomas
P. Stafford. Grissom and Striirra are space vets"" You
ng and Stafford are rookies"" 
HE Sky Pilot
OARED
NEM for Po Ivy derho rint
All ! by Archie Jorcelyn
end 0 GmerefeW by •weese
 Nowa lantetawIng be iber Peewee ilsalleela
WHAT MAO BAPPIENE
D
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&restos and the other 
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CHAPTER 8
"11QOYS, let's rustle 
up some
8--1 dry wood and get 
• fire go-
ing, then cook up a
 meal," Steve
Scranton suggested 
to his two
companions. -Our 
Mend here
spoke tike he could 
stand some
thawing as well as 
feeding."
At that moment.. 
John Hal-
sted was not inclin
ed to argue
The atorm and l
owering clouds
were bringing ear
ly darkness.
arid without food 
and warmth
he doubted if be 
could last out
the night.
Despite the storm, 
they soon
had a Ore blazing 
Scranton had
come prepared: he 
not only had
an axe and mat
ches. but his
saddle bags were 
well stocked.
Food was loon 
cooking, • pot
of coffee steam
ing among the
coals.
Crouching close to t
he blaze,
with the cold sl
owly receding
from his limbs, H
alsted accept-
ed • plate of 
food and ate
hungrily, downing 
several cups
of scalding 
coffee. Finally,
drowsily content, he wait
ed with
interest for w
hatever they
might nave to prop
ose, or what
Scranton might or
der. It was
plain enough that 
he was run-
ning the show.
The deputy downe
d a final
cup of coffee, then
 turned with
• gleam of hum
or.
"You look like • 
mouse that
• cat's been pla
y in' with," he
observed. "But you 
don't need
to feel that way. 
We could take
you in for that 
robbery—but do-
ing it wouldn't b
ring those fel-
lows back to li
fe, or do you
any good—or us. 
So It we can
all work togeth
er, then every-
body will be better
 off."
"Sounds reasonable 
when you
put it that way," 
Halsted ac-
knowledged.
Sod us reasonable 
If
you play along." 
Scranton as-
sured him. "And 
what we have
in mtnd for you 
to do is noth-
ing for • man to
 boggle at. Ln
fact, re say we were handing
you a mighty ni
ce meal ticket
on a silver plat
ter."
Watching the faces 
of the
saloonkeeper and the 
gambler,
Halsted was sure that
 they were
Just an interested an 
he In what
Scranton might be 
about to
propose. Plainly, the 
deputy had
INN bothered to en
lighten ihe.m
as to what ne rind 
in mind
Scranton went on, 
clearly
relishing sla word&
'The put we nave for
 you oil]
be to taXe over 
Powtiernrn
as the new say pilot 
An.i
you can spout words
 tast and
easy, that shouldn't p
rove LOO
much ot • Chore."
Hatatea sat up and 
blinked.
wondering lt he 
nad beard
right. He bad been 
prepared for
something unusual, b
ut certain-
ly nothing approa
ching this.
"Sky pilot?" be 
repeated.
"Are you talking ab
out • par-
eon—a minister?"
Scranton nodded. "
Yeah. I
reckon those fellows
 go by all
maps mica," he acknowess
iged.
• • •
HJAL.S
TED was intrigued. 
Not
I long before, they
 nod been
accusing aim of m
urder. This
was as complete a 
switch as
the wildest imag
ination could
nave conjured.
"Let me get this 
straight."
he protested -Yo
u say you
want a preacher to: 
your town
—and you're suggest
ing that I
come along in that 
Tome?"
-You've got the i
dea roped
and nog-tied." Schw
artz put In
unexpectedly. -A bun
ch of folks
in the town are ex
pecting • par-
son to arrive. Se
ems like It
would be • shame to 
disappoint
the m."
"I take it that one
 of the
passengers on the 
stage—one
who won't be arriv
ing—Was the
preacher they were e
xpecung?"
Scranton nodded. 
"Right
You'll be taking his
 place--as
well as falling heir t
o • trunk-
ftil of clothes. Aside 
from our-
*elves, nobody had 
ever seen
him, or will know 
the differ-
ence."
Much of It was still 
obetire,
but Halsted was be
ginning to
get the general pic
ture.
"Tm afraid you've p
icked the
wrong man." he p
rotested.
-What you suggest 
might turn
out to be interesting
, but doing
It would require an 
expert. Its
all of ten years sinc
e Tye been
inside • church.'
Scranton shniftred. H
e had
foreseen such possible 
objec-
tions, and dismissed th
em as of
no importance. "Rost
 of the
folka that will listen
 to you
don't know much 
about a
prea,cher, either."
Halsted frowned. He co
uld no
longer doubt that Scra
nton was
serious. The deputy 
was a
strange combination; 
his domi-
nation over the salo
onkeeper
and the gambler made
 It plain
that he was a power 
in the
town of Powderhorn
.
"I don't get it," he prot
ested.
-Why should you gollts wa
nt a
preacher to come to IMM
O re
think that would be a
bout the
last thing you woul
d want."
"Well, ordinarily y
ou d be
right about that,"
 Scranton
conceded. "But this 
pfirson who
didn't arrive had a
 letter on
nun—rye got It here. 
The mita
monio-y board that w
as serding
him out expected htf
il to build
a church in P•wdertior
ri. And le
moos as tie--or 
you—gets •
matching promise of 
lye thou-
sand dollars Iron. th
e people in
town toward the 
church, then
the board back East
 will send
along their live tho
usand.
"Now do you get 
the ides?
Your job will be to
 raise the
local Cann—and th
ere's plenty
In the town who 
nave it and
aim to put it up—
then to stick
around, as the Reve
rend John
(....7anbroolt. MD the 
money from
the Rah arrives.
 After that,
you can ride out and
 go where
you please."
Now it was clear A
 total of
UM thousand doli
ars was in-
volved. and Scranto
n and his
friends intended to 
get hold of
it, tie was to or th
e instrument
for obtaining it_ 
Afterward. he
could disappear. It wo
uld be be-
lieved that he had 
allinelliaati
with the money.
"Once you leave, yo
u can go
back to being • cow
boy on a
new range, and 
nobody will
know the difference.
" Scranton
went on. -For a few 
weeks, till
the money's raised. 
you'll be in
clover. And when 
you leave,
you'll have money In 
your pock-
et. That ought to be
at kicking
from a mom."
The reminder that 
be was
completely in their po
wer was
Once the scheme had
 been
carried Out, they would
 not only
have the money, but 
the church
would be so discredited
 that the
opposing interests wo
uld remain
dominant for a icing 
Ume to
come.
"It sounds like 
quite a
'theme," he admitted
. "But I
don't look like • pre
acher, and
what reason would an
yone have
for believing that I 
was?'
"That's all taken cars
 Ot."
Scranton assured him
. '`You'll
have his trunk, his 
(Arabes and
his credentials. Sin
ce he was
close to your build and
 near the
same age, there'll be
 no trouble
there. When you turn
 up with
his name, wearing h
is clothes
who will know the 
difference?
"Of course, some exp
lanations
will have to he made. 
You, be-
ing a passenger on t
he stage,
saw the others killed 
when they
tried to resist the hol
d-up. There
was nothing you coul
d do about
It., and the bandits 
got away.
They were masked, so
 natural-
ly you wouldn't have 
any lotion
as to who they mig
ht have
been."
(To Be Continued 
Tomorrow)
0)=767•
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 KENTUCKY
M ULTIFLORA ROSE
Consider all the angles careful
ly
before planting mtiltadlora rose o
n
your town lot, says County Agent,
S. V. Foy.
The reason: Multitiora wee shoes
"con:nth-ruble variation" in spr
ead-
ing chruractsfristic.y. Mr. Foy earl.
Re crtiOtati T. 11.- flow, University
of Kentucky ornamental horticult-
urist, as saying multiflora rcfse is
not well adapted for most home
Ottalise it {weans widely
and takes up considerable /Pane—
Within a few years, Pope sap, it
caay attain a epraiul 91 lb feet If
not ,ludicioualY Primed each year.
Thurs, the reratively email size of
tu-t)azi pruprenea does not lend it-
V.
PAGE ELEVEN
NEVER SAW A PHOTOGRAPHER 
BEFORE—A wobbly-legged
ostrich, one of Uwe" hpi,etr•S py Incubator i
n the Elettdit SOO,
gives the photographer the onceove
r heavily. The ostriches
were Incubated becamie the male ostric
h, which usually sits
to the eggs, la a bit clumsy and sometim
es breaks them.
-7••
self well to use of multiflora rose.
Best use for this sturdy plata is on
farms where it Is frequently em-
ployed to form thick 'being (ences,"
Pope notes hist muleora rase
is subject to leaf spot diseases, If
RotRequently sprayed, d
efoliation
elan moult. 'Ibis pan taw a
d un-
attractive plaotiag.
III the common strain, flowers
are white and rosy be &bele Or
partly double. One variety Wane)
15 cillehlf, 00113Paot an
d builtiy. Anti-
trier variety lphityphyllai has pink
or red flowers and is known as the
Seven Sisters rose, Some varieues
are not the spreading type.
The plant appeals to many per-
sons because it is low in cost,
adapts well and grows rapidly. Bu
t
aistually a is not welt Aided A
or
most city. town or urban pnopretHis.
Id used, owners should pick a ea-
ratty that suits the proper
ty size
age will serve the intended pur-
pose without becoming a mai
nt-
enance Breeden:1.
":
SAIGKEY SAYS:
Cril<6
sr okes
upad
Soil insects steal
tobacco profits
WIREW01114
SEED CORN
MAGGOT
WHITE QRU8
GREEN JUNE
BEETLE LARVA
ROOTWOithi CUTWORM
TOBACCO moLg
WE8WORM CRICK
ET
Don't let these insects rob you o
f tobacco profits. One broadcast appl
ication of
Heptachlor at Of before transplanting
 time protects your crop all season. 
Versatile
Heptachlor has no unpleasant odor
. Your dealer has Heptachlor dusts, 
granules,
sprays or fertilizer mixtures. Ask for
 Heptachlor and get better soil insect cont
rol at an
economical price mei VeLsic
ol Chemical Corporation,
341 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois
 60611
Heptachlor kills
wireworms, cutworm
s
other soil insects
, Congratulations
To The People of
Calloway County
On The Ams,
Murray e. Calloway
County Hospital
This is a great step forward in identifying Murray
a,s a medical center.
Ryan Milk Company
GRADE 'A' MILK PRODUCTS
W •
,
•
or1111.11171111111111Mmaft,—
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 RENTrtICT
- Transitional Woolens
C14A.1101.4 AND IAHTTE checas are the color combination
for a youthful three-piece outfit with a ox-pleated skirt_
THE CAPE-COAT is attractively por-
trayed in this costume with slam Mart
TATTERSALL PLAID makes a coat
drew with wide Lollar, set-In sleeves.
Spring Fashions Proceed Into Summer
In Lightweight Pastel-Hued Fabrics
By SUSAN IIAIDEN
THE JET age has brought
about a complete new concept
in fashion designing to ac-
commodate the requirements
of today's shrinking world.
Good Treaders
Style-setters are the clothes
that can get up and go any
place at a moment's notice.
These good travelers are
mated to many different cli-
mates and adaptable to town.
=bulbs or country.
Right In this catering', sea
the tranzitionals pictured.
They were created by three of
New York's top designers and
are made of the finest light-
weight wool loomed in Amer.
Suit Sabowettes
The two different suit sil-
houettes are examples of the
very latest trends.
One feattires a box jacket
teamed with the new pleated
skirt that is so popular thus
spring. The other follows the
feign-ow tor capes which are
so much in favor now.
The third costume shows
the return of the coat dress in
a modern interpretation. This
style is a boon to travelers be-
cause it is easy to put on and
take oft
•••••••••••
$200 Million Dollar Formula
Saves Hour Of Driving Time
le• ALFRED llet:C—ORMACIL
Vetted Frew International,
xcro-rroverg Vi' fret -- flPiR two
t4.4.4,h4.4 in he Caraa.reolca Bay
,-rsate four is •ols link them and
14, asth inort,Ire .14 4t,p1
cyrinayrye and Wn11 can Frye 130
rre Arivino
V.-, ran irive even 111,PP if von're
in the of mlanino tiarries
Th. it/On minim formula tarnetoem
I the. I/ S too" Cheseneek- Bay
lntidge - Tirane` a ateel end coo.
er-te behemoth t'.iat links Virginia's
t,doweter with the state's Easdern
Phew" or if von are a tardier shaves
rare moan oat&bin between
New Yrarir and Norfolk Va.
ar.d noints south inebiding Florida.
trio. onerfne et' the 'rollers lonoest the need for restaurants motele and
comhination "if hoidire and tunnel ssrvice etatiors ss •sel art Infnience
A orit 15 marks th. rioting of an- many allied industries and services."
ethee era of atsam engin?, here, he said
th^ roiaalna of th. OS Prince., Sone
and her ant sioer ferries that rilv Ins Real Estate Values
the her in en holt!' an't "S minutes.,
if 01.. "oi PP, ers The 
protect is already credited
rpw444 chr•r Rae , 
with stimulating:
An Alttnn,..P.41•• rtr'ver Florida. An increase in roil r state values
hoiioet rithera“ae Ont
.4 
1041 the Delaware-SI irvland-Vilvinia
,44 erniae rieht not over th^ hay. Peninsula as far north a.s Salisbury.
over trowteea and neuter int&imarines, md
-oat hit te.-hirS th't c riiisPlID
nr.,tvnb`.. Shoals and Baltimore
channels.
TAse. Naive whieh awing.% a kw
of weight with Its hie flirt at Nor-
said a bridge alone wouldn't
rIn A well' rlaced bomb or an ef-
Desert torresin ci-ev.• could "In down
a me for nort ion Unite-1 States
deferse raiwer The engineers de-
cided on taxi tunneLs, one to allow
ships to whin in between Cane
Merles and Oar." Penry and cruise
on to Baltimore and erv-thre to
snow ehaps to ste-.7m toe-aril Norfolk.
P--ruersouth and Newport New with
no worries about treffir et bidders.
Each of the two two-lantettunnels
Is about a mile long The bridge
lifts gently inward at the north
end to allow. commercial fishing
vessels and plensiire craft to ivign
beneath the roadway
shins steaming nearby
Phil- fixed Crcesirg providing con-
tinuous of traffic is exnected
in attract 50(10 vehicle; a dav tin
.• ,̂r end reach [almost,
hr 191e
Tf c'es tetieir ,,P,'ItttP 11 feet ,
In leno-th in 19'78. a hurricene forced ,
cloon. of the brldoe wont(' oroduce I
a le-mile long humror-to-bumper:
traffic 1"m
"You can't go from 2000 ears a
dry to 5 000 ears a rise without
creating a greet deal of fliditiorra
totiett.46." wild Litotias 1 Fella m
ctwirmain of the commiesion that
undertcok the wooed
This traffic incteese will create
--Frur new factories in the area:
—SOO nes' touret units Wnned
at Virrinia Bee-h. Va., at t
he
southern end.
—A request that the Virginia
Highway Department step up itw
laidentn,-; of L 8 13. cap vted to be a
three-lane bottleneck on the penin-
sula when the uridge-tiinnei traf
fic
inci eases .
--US Census Bureau predictions
of 56 per cent increeee in popida-
tinn • n the peninsula.
Pi: lict.ons about the future cie
ILIgktheeeesi Visible DAY OR NIGHT
At the middle of the vastconinlex.1 DIAL 1534313
:.ihout at the southern men-made COUIMPIT •
island at the BalUmore chinnel.
kf 1 ^ briridat 'tinny day, the light
houses of the two Virginia cspes are
v oil tile Weather in the Hampt xi
I Pe ads errs Is seldom that good.
1. 'wryer Moat drivers will haie to
-eatle for the roadway ahead. the
-̀h°597' wall" 
30 fret below andal...10.111111 V •AVONIPBRIN=_
FRIDAY -- APRIL 24, 19e4..
- 41,
the area go even further.
-Tourism will more than double
In the next six years, and almost
triple in the next 12," according to
ntrhugh Newsome, city economist
for Virginia Beach, world's largest.,
resort city in terms of area.
-This bay bridge-tunnel will great-
ly aid the growing transportation
network of the tidewater by gen-
erating increased rail and trucking
cnnottifee for the area's Hampton
r•Tts. already the largest net
t^.in exporters on the Atlantic." said
former Norfolk Mayor Fred Duck-
iN
FOR CORRECT
TIME aid ---4
TEMPERATURE 1
PEOPLES BANK
If
Murray. KeRtIM1117
MACK'S
Paint & Hardware
Dexter
the low-cost,
fine quality
PoLte)to's
II
Professional decorating jobs
are easy with Toicerra Alkyd
Latex—the washable, one-coat
paint that both primes and fin-
Ishes,applieseasily with brush,
roller or spray. It dries fast.
leases no "painty" odor, comes
In new Fashion Rated Colors.
A trotlue Gory
IfliiRCOAL
20 Lbs. 99'
I 0 Lbs 59'
5 Lbs. _ _ 39'
t 8r Hardware
te•
Congratulations to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
The State's Newest and Most Modern Hospital
Hartz-Kirkpatrick Construction Company, Inc., is proud 
to welcome this mwest member to its impressive list of
clients. This outsanding structure lends a new impetus to
manship and materials in our constant effort in
progress in this area. We pledge
"Helping Kentucky Progress"
continued quality work-
Hartz-Kirkpatrick Construction Company, Inc.
New Hartford Road O
wensboro, Kentucky Phone 684-3205
I.
